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THEORY OF ADSORPTION OF HYDROGEN ATOM 

ON METAL SURFACE 11*) 

By 

Tomiyuki TOYA**) 

(Received December 30, 1960) 

Summary 

The energy of the system of hydrogen atom and metal with N conduction electrons was 

investigated, starting from the wave functions of N+l electrons given by a linear combination 

of three kinds of SLATER determinants; they were the SLATER determinants of N+l BLOCH's 

wave functions of metal electrons (the appropriate state was denoted as M--H+ state), the 

SLATER determinants of N BLOCH's wave functions and a wave function of Is·state of hydrogen 

atom (M-H state), and the SLATER determinants of N-l BLOCH's wave functions and two 

Is·wave functions (M+ -H- state). SLATER determinants of each kind stood for the ~round 

and the excited states of the appropriate state. The coefficients of the linear combination 

were determined by the variation method or by the self· consistent field method. It was, thus, 

concluded, that there existed in general two different types of adsorption, which were called 

the r·type adsorption and s-type adsorption respectively. 

The r·type adsorption is the resonance state between M-H state and M--H+ as well as 

MT -H- state with the proton outside the metal. The heat of adsorption was evaluated for 

Ni and Cu at ca. 3.0 eV/atom, the equilibrium distance at ca. 1 A outside the metal surface. 

The r·type adsorption was concluded to be associated, on account of the resonance, with 

a pronouced repulsive interactions between adatoms, which gave rise to the decrease of heat of 

r·type adsorption with increase of the adsorption. The negative polarization of r·adatom was 

ca. 0.02 in unit of elementary charge at the initial stage of adsorption. The r·type adsorption 

thus increased the work function. 

The s·type adsorption is a sort of the dissolution of hydrogen atom dissociated into proton 

inside the metal near the surface and electron in the conduction band. The appropriate wave 

function of N + 1 electrons was given practically by the linear combination of SLATER deter' 

minants of N + 1 BLOCH's wave functions, and the coefficients were determined by the self· 

consistent field method, when the proton was in the interior of the metal. The relevant extra 

electron density around the dissolved proton was thus determined as A3/8rr·exp (- Ar), where ,l 

was a constant 1/0.3 A for Ni and Cu and the heat of dissolution was given by -[+j?+).e'/4, 

where [ was the ionization energy of hydrogen atom and j? the work function of the metal. 

Of) Supported in part by the Grant in Aid of the Fnndamental Research of the Ministry 
of Education. 

"") Research Institute for Catalysis, Hokkaido University, Sapporo. 
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An alternative simple treatment of the dissolution was developed resorting to the expression 

of kinetic energy of N+1 electrons according to THOMAS, FERMI and WEIZSAECKER'). 

The heat of dissolution of hydrogen atom was thus calculated as a function of the distance 

f rom surface, and the heat of s·type adsorption was found for Ni and Cu ca. 0.5 e V Ian,er 

than the heat of dissolution in the interior of the metal, at the equilibrium position 0.5 A 
apart from the surface. The heat of s·type adsorption amounts in consequence to 2.5 eV, 

which is smaller than that of r·type adsorption by ca. 0.5 eV. The repulsive interactions of 

adatoms, hence the decrease of heat of adsorption with increase of adsorption, was concluded 

practically absent 011 the contrary to the case of r·type adsorption. The s·type adsorption 

was shown to decrease the work function slightly. 

The r·type adsorption predominates in consequence in cases of Ni and Cu at the initial 

stage of adsorption, whereas the s-type may possibly prevail later, owing to the rapid decrease 

of the heat of r·type adsorption as mentioned above. It was henceforth inferred that the 

integral heat of adsorption at full coverage decreases with rise of temperature. 

In the case of Pt with larger work function and atomic radius than those of Ni or Cu, 

the heat of r·type adsorption as well as the degree of polarization was concluded to be smaller, 

and the heat of s-type adsorption nearer to that of r-type one at the coverage II =0, so that 

s-type might predominate except at the very initial stage of adsorption. 

The effect of adsorption on the work function of Ni or Pt was deduced theoretically 

from the above results with conclusions in satisfactory agreement with observations by 

MIG:-lOLT2\ GUNDRY, CULVER, PRITCHARD and TOMPKINS.') 

The predominant effect of scattering of conduction electrons by adatoms on the electric 

conductivity was pointed out and the relevant cross section of scattering was worked out as 

0.3 "r~ or 3~4 "r.; respectivity for s-type or r-type adsorption, rs being the radius of 

atomoic sphere of the metal. The increase of conduction electrons for Ni was, on the other 

hand, 1 or -0.02 per one s- or r-type adatom. Consequently, the electrical resistance was 

increased initially by the decrease of the probability p of specular reflection at surface due 

to r-type adsorption. The increase would come to an end at the coverage 0 = 1/4~ 1/2, when 

the specular reflection p was reduced to zero. The total increase JRmax of resistance thus 

depended on the initial value of p. It was deduced, further, that JRmax was inversely 

proportional to the square of thickness of the film and independent of temperature, and that 

the relative increase JRmax/Ro was given by a definite function of the initial value of p and 

thickness of the film divided by the mean free path of the bulk metal. If the s-type adsorption 

did not occur, the resistance should remain constant with further increase of coverage. If 

it did instead, the resistance should decrease with increase of II, giving a resistance maximum 

around (J = 1/4~ 1/2. The above theoretical conclusions where found coherently to account 

for observations by SUHRMAN;)5) WELDLER;)5) GENTSH,<) HERMANN:) MIZUSHIMA5)6) and 

SCHLIEPHAKE,s) SACHTLER and DORGELO',) and ZWIETERING, KOKS and VAN HEERDEN.8) 
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A theory of hydrogen adsorption on metal has been developed in a preceding 
paper9

)*), suggesting that there existed two types of adsorption, i. e. the r-type 
adsorption and s-type adsorption. The adsorption of r:type is that of the 
ordinary sense with the equilibrium position of the adatom outside the metal, 
whereas that of s-type is a sort of dissolution of hydrogen atom in the metal 
but with the equilibrium position of the ada tom inside the metal close to the 
surface. 

The present paper is devoted to the developement of the previous work9). 
Both types of adsorption are treated by first principles with some approximations. 
The results obtained are coherent theoretical conclusions on the equilibrium 
distance, heat of adsorption and the effects of adsorption on the work function 
and electric conductivity for the types of adsorption in confirmation of the 
previous suggestion9). 

The state of s-type adsorption has been just briefly outlined in (I). The 
theory of this type of adsorption is now developed in Chapter 1 of the present 
work in terms of the wave equation 

<P8 = boW (k 1 "', kN' k N + 1) + L: L: baiW (k" .. ·, k a ,''', k N + 1) (1. 1) 
i a (i) 

with the normalization condition 

* ) This paper will be referred to by (1) in the present paper. 
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Ibol2 + L: L: Ibai l2 = 1 
t a 

The first term of (1. 1), i. e. 

(1. 1. a) 

IS relevant to the ground state of the system with hydrogen atom dissolved 
m the metal providing N + 1-th electron in the conduction band; ¢ (ki , r j) is 
the BLOCH'S wave function of a metal electron of wave number vector k i 

normalized in the volume V of the metal, k i etc. with Roman subscripts 
designate the energy levels below the FERMI surface, k" etc. with Greek ones those 
above it and rj is the coordinate of the j-th electron, where j=I,·_·,N,N+l, 
and N the total number of electrons is the conduction band of the metal in 
the normal state. The terms of the summation in (1.1), e. g. 

I ¢(kl' r 1),···, ¢(k", r 1),···, ¢(kN+j , r 1) 

I 
1 ! ¢(kl' r 2 ), ••• , ¢(k", r 2),· •• , ¢(kN+l' r 2 ) I 

W(k" ···,ka , ···,kN + 1)=== I(N+l)-' ii, 

(i) ·1 ¢ (~·I:'rN+:;:~ .. ' ¢ (~~:~ N+:;:~ .. ' ¢ (k;.~·" r,v+l) I 

(i-th column) 

(1. 1. b) 

is the excited state with an electron of i-th level in the ground state being 
promoted to a-th level, as denoted by k a • 

(i) 

The constant coefficients bo, bai etc., hence the energy of dissolved hydrogen 
atom is determined by the self-consistent field method as outlined in § 1. An 
alternative simple method of deriving the energy and the appropriate properties 
of dissolved hydrogen atom is now introduced, which leads to the results in 
conformity with those by the self-consistent field method, in terms of the kinetic 
energy expression of THOMAS, FERMI and WEIZSAECKER1

) in § 2. The heat of 
dissolution of hydrogen atom is thus calculated in §3 as a function of the 
distance from the surface, locating the equilibrium position of dissolved proton 
at approximately 0.5 A from the surface inside the metal and henceforth its 
effects on the electric conductivity and the work function are deduced in the 

subsequenct sections. 
The energy of Is state is very high due to the exchange repulsions from 

metal electrons9
)10\ when the hydrogen atom is situated inside the metal or 
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just near the metal surface, so that the states with an electron or two electrons 
in Is-state are practically excluded from the resonance of the s-type adsorption_ 
However, they have to be taken into account in general for the hydrogen atom 
more or less apart from the surface outside the metal, since the exchange 
repulsions from metal electrons is no more intensive_ 

The state of the r-type adsorption is, hence, described in the present 
work by the wave function (/)" i. e. 

(/),. = a/J! (k" "', kN' Is) + "E,a"S,s/J! (k j ,"', k","', kN' Is) 
(i) 

+ "E,b.sW· (k j ,''', ks, k a ) + "E,c,lJ! (k j ,"', Is,,,,, k .. " Is) 
(i) 

(I. 2) 

where the first term is appropriate to the ground neutral state of adatom, the 
second one to the excited neutral states, the third one to the positively charged 
states of the adatom and the fourth one to its negatively charged states; Is 

(i) 

denotes an electron in Is-state promoted from k; state, resulting in the excited 
state of the system, the summations extending over the respective excited 
states; ao, a.s,Si' bas and c,'; are constant coefficients satisfying the normalization 
condition laol2 + "E,laas.eiI2+ "E,lbas I2 + "E,lcstl'=l. In (I) the negatively charged 
states and the excited neutral states were allowed for only crudely. The wave 
functions 7Jf (k" "', ks, Is) etc. in (I. 2) are respectively those of electronic con
figuration (k j ,"', kx, Is) etc. given by SLATER determinant; e.g., as 

1 
7Jf (k ... k y Is) == 

B '"' I (N + 1) ! 

¢(k j , r j ), 

¢(kj , r 2), 

¢(kN' r j ), ¢(ls, r,) 

¢(kN' r,), ¢(ls, r 2 ) 

: , 
, 

¢(k" r,y+j), "', ¢(ks, r.y+j), ¢(ls, rN+j) . 

(I. 3) 

where ¢ (Is, r j) is the wave function of Is-state of an isolated hydrogen atom. 
The energy at the equilibrium position and the relevant properties of the 

r-adatom are determined on the base of (1. 2) as the minimum problem in 
Chapter 2. 

Two types of hydrogen adsorption have recently been suggested, on the 
other hand, by a number of authors on the ground of the observed effects of 
adsorption on the work function and electric resistance of evaporated films as 
follows. One of these types of adsorption occurs rapidly with larger initial 
heat of adsorption causing both electric resistance and work function to increase, 
while the other type slowly with smaller heat of adsorption decreasing both 
electric resistance and work function. The amount of the former type of 
adsorption is markedly reduced by contaminating the surface especially with 
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oxygen, whereas that of the latter type practically insensitive to the contamination. 
Theory of adsorption developed in the first two Chapters are now applied 

in Chapter 3 to the explanation of the experimental results on the effect of 
adsorption of hydrogen on the physical properties of adsorbent such as heat 
of adsorption, work function and electric conductivity. The above experimental 
results are satisfactorily accounted for, the former and the latter types of 
adsorption, experimentally recognized, being necessarily ascribed respectively to 
.the r- and s-type adsorption theoretically deduced. 

Chapter 1. The s-type Adsorption. 

§ 1. Heat of dissolution-the self-consistent field method*). 

Eq. (1.1) is written by (1.1. a) and (1.1. b) as 

1 
(JJs= 

I(N+l)! 

where**) 

¢(k"r j ), 

p(k j ,r2), 

p(k" r j ), 

p(k" r 2 , 

"', p(ks + j , r j ) 

"', p(koV+l> r 2 ) 

(1. La) 

(1. 1. b) 

The coefficients bai etc. are determined self-consistently in what follosws. 
The perturbation potentials to the unperturbed periodic potential of the 

metal are taken to be the potential Vi due to the proton, 

(1. 2) 

as expressed with the proton at ongm, the COULOMB potential Vp(r) of the 
extra electron density P(r) around the dissolved proton resulting from the 
redistribution of N + 1 electrons and the perturbation Vex (r) of the exchange 
potential due to the redistribution. Vp(r) is given as***) 

*) d. Ref. (11) and (12). 
** ) It is shown in Appendix B, that the higher order terms, not included in (1. 1. b) contribute 

nil as far as the second order energy of the system is concerned. 
***) We have from (1.4) and the POISSON's equation for Vp(r) 

JVp(r) = -41l"e2p(r) , 

or 1 d ( d) A3e2 - - r2- V (r) = --exp(-Ar), 
r2 dr dr p 2 

which leads to (1. 3) on integration with the boundary conditions dVp/dr= _e2/r2 and 
Vp (r)=e2/r for r~oo. 
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as deri ved from a trial function 
r 

P (r) = A3/8T. . exp ( - Ar), J P (r) dr = 1 , (1. 4) 

where A is a constant to be determined. 
The perturbation Vex(r) of the exchange potential IS given, according to 

the simplified treatment by SLATER"), as 

where Po=N/V is the unperturbed density of metal electrons. The above 
equation may be written as 

Vex(r) = -r;(Ae2/2) . exp (-Ar), (l. 5. b) 

where 

7) = J3_(~)1/3 {(Po+P(r))1/3:--:-Pol/31. 
A n exp (-Ar) 

(1. 5. c) 

By substituting Po=(4n/3· r;t l for a monovalent metal (rs: the radius of 
atomic sphere), we have 

3 f 3 3) 1/3 1 
7) = (Ar

s
) l-;- '-4n -I {(I + (Ar.)3/6· exp(-Ar))1/3-1 f exp(Ar), (1. 5. d) 

which is illustrated as a function of Ar in Fig. 1, for Ar8 =4.00, 4.67 and 5.60. 

r; 2 

I : Ar,~ 4.00 
II:Ar,04.67 
lIT : Ar, ° 7.60 

III 

,11' 

Fig. 1. Values of ii versus ).r for .Irs =4.00, 4.67 and 5.60. 

For the respective values of Ars the average i; of 7) 

i; == \"00 7) exp ( - Ar) r2dr I foo exp ( - Ar) r2 dr 
• 0 ~ 0 
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IS calculated at 1.32, 1.61 and 2.16 so that ~ is expressed approximately as 

~;::::: 0.34 Ars for 5.6;;:::: Ars ;;:::: 4.0 , 

and Vex(r) similarly by replacing r; in (1.5. b) with ~, 

Vex(r) = -~(Ae2/2) exp (-Ar). 

(1. 5. e) 

(1. 5. f.) 

The resultant perturbation potential Vp(r) is gIven by (1.2), (1.3) and 
(1. 5. f) as 

(e2 Ae2 1 Vp(r) = Vi(r)+ Vp(r)+ Vex(r) =-17 + (1+~)2J exp(-i(r), 

(1. 6) 

which leads by the usual perturbation method to the values of coefficients of 

(1.1. b) 

(1. 7) 

where 

Vat = J¢*(ka , r) Vp(r)¢(k i , r) dr, (1. 8) 

and E(k a ) or E(kt ) is the energy of k a - or krlevel. 
The value of A is now determined by the requirement of self-consistency 

as follows. We have, according to (1.1. b), (1. 6), (1. 7) and (1. 8), 

S+l N 

P(r) == L: £>*(k i , r)£>(kt , r)- L: ¢*(ki , r)¢(k i , r) 
i=l i=l 

= _1_ f 1- 2kF . 2 (..l.. + 1 + ~ ) 1 + ~ kF ( 1 + ~ 1 exp (- Ar) (1. 9) 
V 1 7W!£ A2 A2 J rr2 alI 1 2 J ' 

as shown in Appendix A, where kF is the wave number of an electron at 
the FERMI surface, and aH the BOHR radius. By comparing (1. 9) with (1. 4), A 
IS given by the condition that the first term should vanish, as 

A := f 4k F (2 + r) 1'/2 

1 rraH 'j' 
(1. 10) 

which converts simultaneonsly, the pre-exponential factor of (1. 9) to A'/8rr, 
confirming the self-consistency of P(r) of (1.4). We have by (1.10) and (1.5.e) 
A=1/0.29 A on the base of r.=1.40 A and kF ·=1.92/r •. 

Footnote of p. 217. The third term on the right side is the same form with the result obtained 
in Ref. (14), where the perturbation potential is given by lattice vibration, i. e., the first term 
of (4.11) in the first paper of Ref. (14) is written as the third term of (1.11. a) by making use 
of (3.9), 13.101, (3.13) (3.14) and (3.15) in the quoted paper. 
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The heat of dissolution, Q, is now readily derived, as shown in Appendix 
B, neglecting the potential energy of the proton due to surface double layer, as>i<) 

or according to (1. 4) and (1. 2) 

Q= -I+¢+).e'/4, 

(LILa) 

(1. 11. b) 

where I is the ionization potential of hydrogen atom and ¢ the work function 
of the metal. The heat of dissolution Q of hydrogen atom into Cu, for which 
r.= 1.40 A, is calculated at 3.0 eV/atom by (1.11. b) on the base of 1/2=0.29 A 
as given by (1.10). The theoretical value may be taken to be in satisfactory 
agreement with the experimental value 1.6 eV/atom for Cu I5a

) in respect that 
the SLATER'S simplified treatment of the exchange effect may be associated with 
an appreciable error. Reducing 1; to 0.20 ).r., for instance, 1/),=0.325 A and 
Q comes to be 2.0 eV in good agreement with the observed value.**) 

The 1/), and Q of Ag and Au is evaluated from (1.10) and (1.11. b) at 
1/).=0.34 A and Q=1.6eV on the base of rs= 1.5SA, ¢=4.7 eV and 1;=0.20 lor,. 
This value of Q is smaller than that of Cu by 0.4 eV, in conformity with the 
observation that Ag or Au does not absorb hydrogen atom appreciablly15a). 

For transition metals with d-holes, such as Ni, Pt, Co or Fe, electrons in 
the d-band contribute to the heat of dissolution similar to those in the conduction 
band or s-band. 

It will be shown in a later paper that the heat of dissolution of these 
transition metals may be derived for small amount of dissolved proton, as if 
they were respectively monovalent metals of the same atomic radii. With this 
approximation, the heat of dissolution of hydrogen atom into Ni and Pt is 
larger than that of Cu or Au by 0.1 eV or 0.5 eV respectively, on the base of 
¢],;j-¢c,=O.l eV and (r,)"j=(rs)cu or ¢l't-¢A,,=0.5 eV and (r,)pt= (r.,L, . 

§ 2. Heat of dissolution (simplified treatment). 

The method outlined in § 1 is now modified for estimating the heat of 
dissolution. The kinetic energy as well as the potential energy is expressed as 
a function of electronic density e(r)=Po+P(r), to give an expression of the 
total energy as a function of ). according to (1. 4). The total energy is now 
fixed as the minimum problem with ..l. as a varying parameter. 

* ) See the footnote in the preceding page. 
**) The zero-point vibrational energy is ca. 0.3 eV, which 'is neglected ill the present 

derivation. 
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The kinetic energy of N+ 1 electrons is approximated, according to THOMAS, 
FERMI and WEIZSACKER1

\ as 

where 

((/J,T(/J,) =="f r p* (ki' r) (-1i 2 j2m· LJ)rf(k, r) dr 
i-l.J 

= A J t!Jr(3dr + "B j I gradel (rW/ e(r)dr, (2.1) 

N+l 

n/ 
B=~ 

8m ' 

e(r) = L: p*(ki , r)P(k i , r) = Po+P(r), 
i-=l 

(2.1. a) 

(2.1. b) 

and " is a numerical factor of nearly unity. 
Similarly, the kinetic energy of N metal electrons without perturbation 1S 

given as 

(IJfTIJf) == itJ ¢*(ki' r)(-n/j2m·LJ)¢(ki' r)dr=A J Po
s
/

3dr, (2.2) 

where 

(2.2. b) 

Hence, the kinetic energy of N + 1 metal electrons perturbed by the dissolved 
proton less that of N metal electrons without perturbation is written, according 
to (2.1) and (2.2), as 

(K. E.) == ((/J/r (/J.,)-(1Jf TIJf) 

,=Ar{(Po+p(r))S/3-Po5!3}dr+"Br IgradP(rW dr, (2.3) 
J J Po+P(r) 

By substituting A and B from (2. La), P(r) from (1.4), and Po=(4rrj3'r;t\ we 
have 

(K. E.) = (0' 2 .-~-- rOOt f(l + (Ars)3j6 . exp( -Ar)f
3 
_1)1 (Arj'd(Ar) 

10 (ArB)2 J 0 

+ ,,~ J"- (Ar,,)3 roo _ _ exp( -2Ar) (J.r)2d(Ar). (2.4) 
8m 2 6 J 0 1 + (Ar,)3j6 . exp (- Ar) 

The result of numerical integration of (2.4) is shown in Fig. 2 as a function 
of Ar,. Curve I shows the value of the first term on the right side of (2.4) 
and II that of the second term there for ,,= 1 respectively in units of (0 = 
(1i 2 j2m)· k~., kF =(9rrj4)1/3r , -1. 

The potential energy of the system of the metal with N + 1 electrons and 
a proton dissolved less that of the metal without any perturbation is given by 
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2 

,J 

'E 
'" ..... 

'co 
::> 

.~ 4 
""' 0'> 
"-
OJ 
c: 

w 

-I 

Ie: 1.0 

-2 
N Ie: 0.6 

Fig. 2. Kinetic and potential energies as functions of ).1'8. 

I. THOMAS· FERMI kinetic energy 
II. WEIZSAECKER kinetic energy 

III. (K.E.)+(P.E.) for ,,=1.0, as measured from -0 
IV. (K.E.)+W.E.) for ,,=0.6, as measured from -1> 
The energy scale is given in units of (o=7.0eV. 

(2.5) 

(2.5.a) 

(2.5. b) 

The quantity Rl or Rl, in (2.5. a) or (2.5. b) is the coordinate vector of the 
l·th or l'·th metal ion and v (r j- R l ) the potential between j-th electron and 
a metal ion at R l ; the second term is the sum of COULOMB repulsion potentials 
between N + 1 or N electrons, the third the sum of those between metal ions, 
and the fourth or the fifth term of (2.5. a) is the sum of COULOMB potentials 
of electrons or metal ions due to the proton at the origin respectively. 

We have, as shown in Appendix B (ii) (ef (B. 22)), 
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(P.E.) = f P(r)Vodr+ J Po V,(r)dr++f P(r) Vt(r)dr 

+~Jp(r) Vp(r)dr+ l.: ~, 
2 I IRII 

(2.6) 

where we have neglected P'(r) in (B. 22), and replaced Vo(r) in (B. 22) by its 
mean potential Vo=-((o+¢) of an electron in the metal; V,(r)=-e'jr is the 
potential of an electron due to proton, and Vp(r) the perturbation potential of 
an electron due to proton and extra electron density P (r) around the proton. 
The second integral and the last summation of (2.6) practically cancel each 
other when the proton is situated at the centre of unit cell of cubic lattice. 

The (P. E.) is now given, for the proton situated at the centre, as 

(P.E.) = -((o+¢)+ ~ Jp(r) Vi(r)dr++ f P(r) Vp(r)dr 

= -((o+¢)- 1~;7) (Ar8) ;: ' (2.7) 

since according to (1. 2), (1. 4) and (1. 6), 

~r P(r) Vi (r)dr= -~ rp(r)~dr=-~ 
2J 2 J I' 4 

(2.8. a) 

and 

(2.8. b) 

The resultant increase (K.E.)+(P.E.) of the energy of the system is given 
by (2.4) and (2.7) as shown by curve III or IV in Fig. 2, respectively for 
Ii: = 1 or 0.6. The value of A at the minimum of the respective curve is 1/0.38 A 
or 1jO.30A and the appropriate value of Q=-{I+(K.E.)+(P.E.)} is 1.2eV 
or 2.7 eV on the base of 7)=0.2 (AI's), ¢=4.5 eV, (0=7.0 eV and 1=13.56 eV. 
The values of Q and 1/ A for /C = 0.6 conforms with these obtained in § 1 by 
the self-consistent method. 

§ 3. The s-type adsorption. 

Surface. has two important effects on the distribution of metal electrons, 
i. e., the spreading effect and the smoothing effect as discussed in detail by 
BARDEEN15

), HUNTINGTON16
)l7>, SEITZ!S), SMOLUCHOWSKI!81, and SUGIYAMA19

). 

Electrons must spread out of the surface created by splitting the metal, 
since otherwise the gradient of their density, hence the kinetic energy, must 
be infinite at the surface due to the second term of (2.1). The spread gives 
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rise to positive charge inside the surface and negative one outside, or negative 
double layer, which increases the work function of the metal. 

The distribution of electrons is represented approximately as") 

PO +P8 (z) for z>O, I 
P8 (z) for z>O, f 

(3.1) 

where 

Ps(z) = -1/2 . Po exp (pz) for z<O, 

Ps(z) = 1/2 . Po exp (- pz) for z>O, 
(3.1. a) 

the coordinate z is perpendicular to the surface toward outside with origin at 
the surface (cf. Fig. 3), and 13 is a constant approximately equal to~2/rs'8). 

Surface 

! 
! 
1 
I 

_______________ 1 
. 1 I j------- I 

Po I 

I 
I 

1 
I 

VIZ) 

l 

------------, , , , 
VIZ) 

O-Za 

Fig. 3. Spreading of the electron density and resulting 
negative double layer on a metal surface. 

The potential Vps(z) of an electron due to the double layer given by Ps(z) 
is readily derived by integrating the POISSON'S equation d 2 Vp /dz2 = -4tre2ps(z) 
with boundary conditions Vp.(z)=O at z= + 00, dVp,(z)/dz=O at Z= ± 00, and 
V

P8
(z) is continuous at z=o. We have, 

Vp.(z) = 2;re2/p2. Po exp (pz) - 4;re2Po/p2 

Vp.(z) = - 2;re2/p 2
• Po exp (- pz) 
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The potential appropriate to the metal is expressed as 

V:=-(~o+9)+41!e2PO/p2 for z<z}J, 

for Z > Zfj, 

(3.3) 

where ZB is assumed to be given by I9) 

k 3 J 1! (~ 1)' -1 /I-~O- /-9-1 
Zfj F=-l-+ ~ - Sill 1 -r- -1 --- J>' 

4 2 ° ~o+9 ~o 
(3.3. a) 

We have from the above equation Zfj = 0.29 A or 0.35 A for k p = 1.92/1'8' and 
either 9=5.0eV, ~o=7.0eV and r.=1.4 A appropriate for Cu and Ni or 9= 
4.5 eV, ~o=5.0 eV and r8=1.58 A appropriate for Pt. 

The resultant potential V(z) is thus given by the sum ot Vo(z) and V,s(z) 

as shown in Fig. 3. 
The energy Es (p) of the surface formation per unit area or the surface 

energy as a function of p is derived from (2.1), (3.1), (3. La) and (3.3), 
~ccording to SMOLliCHOWSKI18 >, as*) 

P 5/3 f 1 2) P VI 1!e2p~ 
E8(Q) = A_o_ \-·--1.585

J
1 +KBPop·2ln2- _0 a exp (-pZu)+ 

f.1 p l 25/3 2p 2ft3 

where the first and the second terms are contributions from the kinetic energy 
and the last two terms those from the potential energy. The value of 1/ j3 as 
determined by the minimum condition of E s (j3) is ,.....,0.7 A::::::7'8/2, as mentioned 
before, and the relevant minimum energy is approximately 2.5 e V per one surface 
metal atom for Cu. 

The other effect is the smoothing of the electronic distribution on the 
surface. This is due to the fact that the energy of electrons is lower when 
enclosed in flatter surface than in such an angular surface as that of atomic 
polyhedra18) as seen from (2. 1). 

Fig. 4 shows (100) and (llO) surface of simple cubic lattice. The electron 
distribution is originally smooth on the (100) surface (Fig. 4. a), whereas the 
original angular distribution of the (llO) surface illustrated by broken lines 
should be smoothed as shown by bold curves of Fig. 4. (b) by carrying electrons 
from hills down to valleys. 

This smoothing gives rise to a positive double layer which decreases the 
work function to an extent depending markedly on the original structure of 

* ) The first two terms are obtained by replacing E, a and a in Eq. (14) of Ref. (17) by 
ICE, Po and {j, and putting r= 1 and ,9=0 in Eq. (14) quoted above. The third term is 

equal to V~ ~. Ps (z) dz and the last term to 1/2 S Vp / (z) Ps (z) dz. 
(z>z8) 
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Surtace S ,rf,:'.'::r:' 
,'. 

• • 
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• 
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Fig. 4. Smoothing of the electron density and resulting positive 
double layer (after SMOLCCKOWSKI Ref. 21). 

(a) Smoothing does not occure on the 100 plane of 
simple cubic lattice. 

(b) Smoothing occures on the 110 plane. 

surface as just exemplified, in distinction from the spreading effect. 
Weare now ready to discuss the variation of energy caused by bringing 

the dissolved proton from interior to the surface of metal. The kinetic energy 
(K. E.) is given, in place of (2.3), as the sum of the two terms in accordance 
with (2.1), i. e.,*) 

[ f { 5!3 5!3} A (po+p.,(z)+P(r-ro)) -(Po+Ps(z)) dr 
(z<o) 

+ f {(Ps(z) + P (r_ro))5!3_P/!3} drJ ' (3.4. a) 
(z>O) 

and 

ICB[ f I grad(P8 (z)+P(r-rol) 12 dr-f -' gradf,(Z)L_ dr 
Po+Ps(z)+P(r-ro) Po+Ps(z) 

~<~ ~<0 

+f Igrad(Ps(z)+p(r-ro))I'dr_f -'grad P8(z)12 dr], (3.4. b) 
P.,(z)+P(r-ro) P8(Z). 

(z>o) (z>O) 

where the origin of coordinate is at the surface, z is the component of 
r == (x, y, z) normal to the surface, and ro is the coordinate vector of proton; 
po=N/V=(4;r/3· r;t', P8 (z) is given by (3.1. a) and P(r-ro)=i13/8;r· exp( -Alr-rol) 
according to (1. 4). 

* ) .\" signifies the integration inside metal surface, .r that outside it, and .\' withont any 
~<~ ~>~ 

indication that over all space. 
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Fig. 5. Kinetic and potential energies as a function of the distance 
of proton from surface. 

I. THOMAS-FERMI kinetic energy for A = 1/0.30 A. 
II. THOMAS-FERMI kinetic energy for A = 1/0.38 A. 

III. WEIZSAECKER kinetic energy for A = 1/0.30 A and I\: = 1. 
IV. WEIZSACKER kinetic energy for A=1/0.38 A and 1\:=1. 
V. P. E. for A= 1/10.30 A. 

VI. P. E. for A = 1/10.38 A. 
VII. Energy of s-type adsorption for A = 1/0.30 A and" =0.6 

VIII. Energy of s-type adsorption for A = 1/0.38 A and ,,= 1.0 

The horizontal lines give the respective values in the interior 
of the metal. 

Numerical integration of the above expression gives on the base of 1/ f3 
= 0.7 A and rs = 1.4 A, the result shown in Fig. 5. The sum of the values 
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of (3.4.a) and (3.4.b) equals that given by (2.4) when electron clouds P(r-ro) 
and Ps (z) scarcely overlap each other, or when the proton is far inside the metal 
from the surface. The value of (3.4.a) begins to decrease when they substantially 
overlap and decreases rapidly near the surface, as much as 0.35 (0 for 1/).= 
0.30 A or 0.4 ~o for 1/}'=0.38 A at z=o (d. curves I and II Fig. 5). As z~ 
00, the value of (3.4. a) converges to 

r }.' (3' A p(r-ro)5/3dr = A - -). 
J (8rr')2/3 5 

The value of (3.4. b) increases when P(r-ro) and P8 (z) overlap, the magnitude 
of its increase being about one third of the decrease of (3.4.a) for K=0.6 (d. 
curves III and IV in Fig. 5). The limiting value of (3.4. b) at z-c>OO IS 

KB ( I gradP(r-roW dr = K~).' . 
J P (r-ro) 8m 

The excess (P.E.) of the potential energy of (N+ 1) electrons perturbed by 
the field of the proton brought near surface over the potential energy of the 
unperturbed N electrons is given by replacing P(r), Po and V" which appears 
on the right side of (2.6), by P(r-ro), the electron density given by (3.1) and 
(3.l.a) and V(z) = Vo(z) + Vp.(z) given by (3.2) and (3.3) respectively, as 

(P.E.) = J P(r-ro) {Vo(z)+ Vps(z)}dr+ ,f {Po+P8 (z)} Vi(r-ro)dr 
(z<O) 

+ J Ps(z) Vi(r-ro)dr++ J P(r-ro) Vt(r-ro) dr 

(z>O) 

+~ r P(r-ro) Vp(r-ro)dr+ ~ ~ , 
2 J z IRzl 

= J P(r-ro) V~dr + J P(r-ro) Vo,(z)dr + J Po Vi(r-ro)dr 
(Z«R) «<0) + J Ps(z) Vi(r-ro)dr ++ J P(r-ro) Vi(r-ro)dr 

+~ r P(r-ro) Vp(r-ro)dr+ ~ ~ . 
2 J I IRII 

(3.5) 

The first term on the third member of (3.5) is readily evaluated from the 
P(r-ro) given by (1.4) as 

V~ J P(r-ro)dr = V{ 1-+ {}.(ZB-ZO) + 2} eXP(-}.(ZB-ZO))} (3.6) 
(Z<ZB) 

where ZB is the distance of the potential jump from surface and Zo the z-
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component of roo Hence, the increase of potential energy of extra electron 
density P(r-ro) around the dissolved proton at ro=(xo, Yo, zo) lS 

(3.6. a) 

as compared with its potential energy V~ in the interior of the metal. The 
second term on the third member of (3.5) represents the potential energy of 
extra electron density P(r-ro) due to the double layer P8 (z) produced by the 
spreading, and the fourth that of proton, since 

fp8 (z) Vi(r-ro)dr = - r e'P8(z) dr = - Vp,(zo) . 
J Ir-rol 

Hence, the second and the fourth term cancel each other approximately. The 
fifth term on the third member of (3.5) does not vary with distance of proton 
from the surface according to (2.8. a), assumed that A remains constant. Under 
the same assumption the sixth term varies with distance, since r;, hence 1), 

varies by replacing Po in (1. 5. c) by (3.1), e. g., the increase of the value of 1) 

is approximately 50%, and the decrease of the value of the sixth term is ca. 
0.5 eV, when proton is at the surface. The third term gives the COULOMB 
potential of proton due to metal electrons without any spreading, and the last 
term the COULOMB potential due to metal ions, hence these two terms compensate 
each other, for example, for the position of proton along a perpendicular to 
(110) surface. The (P.E.) is shown by V or VI curve in Fig. 5, and (K.E.) 
+ (P.E.) by VII or VIII for 1/A=0.30 A or 1/A=O.38 A respectively. The 
maximum of the resultant energy dectrease is ca. 0.5 e V at 0.5 A inside the 
metal from surface (the s-type adsorption). 

The energy of dissolved proton is reduced as it approaches the surface to 
decrease the THOMAS-FERMI kinetic energy as given by the integral (3.4. a) of 
the terms proportional to the three fifth power of electron density or to lower 
the peak of the electron density around the proton*). The decrease is the 
greater the lower A is as seen from Fig. 5. It is expected as well that the 
smaller f3 favours the greater decrease of the energy. 

It has been estimated in § 1 that A and f3 are 1/0.34A and 1/0.77 A for 
Pt, which are appreciably lower than those 1/0.30A and 1/0.70A respectively 

for Ni. It follows that the decrease of the energy for Pt is greater than for Ni. 
The proton at the surface is further subjected to the following effects. 

The spherical distribution P(r) of electrons around the proton must be smoothed 

* ) The energy of proton at kinks or steps of dislocation, or lattice defects at the surface 
is lowered by ca. leV-2eV. Hence, steps, kinks and lattice defects are heterogeneous 
adsorption sites, different from other normal sites. 
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similarly to metal electrons at the surface. This smoothing produces on the 
one hand positive dipole moment, which reduces the work function slightly 
and results in, on the other hand, a further decrease of energy from that 
deduced above on the base of spherical distribution. The amount of charge 
protruded outside the potential barrier at zB=0.3 A is calculated at 0.08 e on 
the base of the distance 0.55 A of proton from the surface, ..1.= 1/0.30 A and 
of the spherical distribution of electron around it. Assuming that half of 
this amount of charge is smeared over the surface, the dipole moment produced 
by this effect is 0.06 x 10- 18 e. s. u. 

Chapter 2. The 1'-type adsorption. 

When the proton is at the distance of ca. 1 A outside from the surface, 
electrons in the metal protrude toward the proton, the wave function of the 
krlevel being deformed from 1'(k" r) to 

l' (ki' r)+c;i1'(ls, r), 

and electron in Is-level intrudes reciprocally into the metal, with the wave 
function of Is-state modified as 

1'(ls, r)+ L:b~1'(ka, r) . 
a 

Hence, the wave function of the system is generally given by Wr or (1. 2), 
taking the above deformation of the individual wave functions into account. 
The resonance energy between the neutral state M-H of the first or the second 
term of (1.2) and the ionic state M--H+ or M+-H- given by the third or fourth 
term plays, as discussed in (I), an important role in stabilizing the adsorbed 
atom (the r-type adsorption). 

The energy and the degree of polarization are now worked out with Wr 
dealing equally with the third and the fourth terms of (1.1) here, whereas the 
third term has been just roughly taken into account in (I) as mentioned in the 
introduction. 

§ 4. The energy of r-type adsorption. 

We first consider the energy decrease of the ground state given by the 
wave function W (Is, k l ,"', kN) due to its resonance with the ionic states. The 
appropriate approximate wave function of the system is given, neglecting the 
excited neutral states expressed by the second term of (1. 2), as 

rp~ = a6W (Is i, k
" 

... , kN) + L: b:st W (ka t, k l ,"', kv) 
at 

+ L:C~H W(ls 1, k,,···, lsi,···, kN) , (4.1) 
i* (t) 
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where 

1 a~ 12 + I: 1 b~s ~ 12 + I: 1 C;ij, 12 = 1 , (4.1. a) 
at i" 

the affix t or t denotes the spin orientation explicity in case of necessity, the 
summation I: covers the terms referred to the levels a, p, .. " above the FERMI 

at 

surface, with the parallel spin orientation to Is electron, and L: those referred 

to the levels i, i ' ,' ", below the FERMI surface, with the anti-parallel spin orienta
tion to Is electron; W (Is t, k""" Is L···, kN) is the wave function of the state, 

(i) 

where an electron of kl t-level is promoted to the Is Hevel. 
The equations for a6, b~s and cis are given by the minimum conditions of 

(j)~ {£ - W'} (j)~), as*) 

{Eo- W'} a6+ I: Vsab~8t + I: Vi"C:H = 0, 
at i. 

Vs:a~+ .{E+,s->a - W'} b:st = 0, 

(4.2. a) 

(4.2. b) 

(4.2. c) 

where W' is the energy to be determined, Eo, E+,8->a or E-,i->S the mean 
energy respectively appropriate to W(ls,k,,···,kN), W(ka,k" .. ·,kN) or 
IF (Is, k,,···, Is"", kv), 

(i) 

(4.3. a) 
and 

ViS = ~W*(lst,k" ... ,kit,.··,kN) {~-W/}.X 
N+l 

X W(lst,k,,···,lst,.··,kN) II drj. (4.3. b) 
(i) j~ 1 

The matrix elements of interaction such as 

Vsa , •• = W*(lst, k" ... , Is t,.··, kN) {£ - W'} x 
(i') 

-,--V+l 

x W(ka t, k" ... , kit ... , kN) II drj, (4.4. b) 
j=l 

*) The (4.2. a), (4. 2. b) or (4.2.c) is derived from a(!lI~{£-WI}aJ~)/aa~*=O, 

a(!lI~{£-W')aJ~)/ab~~=O or ,3(aJ~{£-'W}aJ~)'ac;f=o respectively. Overlap integrals 
such as 

r N+l 
.' 1]1* (Is, k" ... , ks ) 1]1 (ka,k" ... , ks ) jll drj 

=1 

are neglected (d. Appendix A of (I)). 
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Vis,Si' = \W*(lst, k" "', kit "', Is t "', kv) {£ - W'} X 
• (i') 

-,V+l 

X W(lst, k" "', Is t, "', ki' t "', kN) II drj, (4.4. c) 
(i) j ~, 

and 

V;.,,8i' = ~ W*(ka , k" "', k i t "', Is t "', kv) {£ - W'} X 
(i') 

.N+1 

X W(ka, k" "', Is t "', k i • t "', kN) II drj> (4.4. d) 
(i) j~, 

are neglected, since their contributions to the heat of adsorption are small as 
shown in Appendix A in (I). 

We have, eliminating b~8t and c: .. from (4.2.a), (4.2.b) and (4.2.c), 

(4.5) 

admitted that the lowest root W~ of W' satisfies the conditions 

Eo > W~, 

E+,a->s> W;, 
E-,i->8 > ~. 1 

With an approximation 

I VBal = I Vs~ 1= ... = I VS ".14k F I == I Vvl , 

I ViS I = I Vi·,1 = ... = I VO•8kF,S I == I Vol, 

we have 

I 
f 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

L: I Vi ,I2 1 NJ V o l2 
i. E-,1->8- W~ 2 E_- W~ 

(4. 7. a), (4. 7. b) 
hence 

(4.8) 

where {E+- Wa-' or {E_- W~}-' is respectively the average of {E+,8->a
W~}-' or {E-,i->S- W~}-' over N v vacant or N occupied levels participating in 
the bond formation; the factor 1/2 of the third and the fourth terms allows 
for the summation over k a - or ki-levels with the spin orientation either parallel 
or antiparallel to that of the Is-electron. 

The lowest root W~ is given by (4.8) as 

Eo- W:, = 3.5 eV, or W~= -1.4eV, (4.9) 

for Eo=2.1 eV, D=2.4 aH, Nv=N and rs= 1.40 A, as shown below. Energy 
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term E + or tL is given, identifying it further with the simple mean of E+,s->a 

or E_ ,i->8> as 

(4.10. a) 

or 

lL = E_,kp->l,+(fi2j2m) f1"(k~.-k2)k2dk I J:1"k2dk 

= ~-A+2Eo+0.40 '0' (4.10. b) 

where km =2 1
/

3k1" and A is the electron affinity of hydrogen atom. The image 
force potential does not appear in the present approximation. 

On the base of the data 

'0=7.0 eV, ~=4.5 eV, A=0.7 eV, 1=13.6 eV and Eo=2.1 eV*), 

(4. 11. a) 
we have 

E+ = 11.3 eV, E_ = 10.8 eV. (4. 11. b) 

It has previously been worked out for D= 2.4 all and r. = 1.40 A that**) 

lNI Vvl = 6.1 eV and I N I Vol =6.geV (4. 11. c) 

The data of (4. 11. a), (4.11.b) and (4.11.c) yields, when substituted into (4.8), the 
value of (4.9). 

We have, further, from (4.2.b), (4.2.c), (4.1.a), (4.7.a) and (4.7.b) 

~ Ib~at 12 = i' m:Yv ~~y la;12, (4.12. b) 

~ Ic~,.12 = ~ (E ~ ~o ~~y la612 , (4.12. c) 

and 

I a'12 = f 1 + N" _IY'" L_ + N . I Vo 12 )-: 
o l 2 (E+- W~)2 2 (E_- W~YJ 

(4.12. a) 

The above quantities are evaluated for D=2.4 aH as la61 2=0.78, L: Ib~at 12=0.09 
at 

and L: Icis.12=0.13, hence the degree of polarization of adatoms, or the effective 
i~ 

charge e* of adatom, is determined as e*=L:lb~atI2-~Jci8.12=-0.04 in unit of 
at i .. 

* ) See Table 1 in Appendix A in (1). The Eo was denoted by A W) in (1). 
**) See Eqs. (A. 5), (A. 13), (A. 14), and Table 1, (i) and (ii) of Appendix A in (1). 
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elementary charge. 

§ 5. The r-type adsorption-higher approximation. 

We will now take into account the contributions from the excited neutral 
states as well as the ionic states in terms of the wave function 

where the second term is expressed as 

L.aa, . ./J! (Is, kJ> "', k.,···, k s ) = L.a., t ,sit IJf (Is t, kJ> "', k. t,·", kN) 
(l,i (i) (i) 

(5.1. a) 

i. e., the linear combination of the terms which couple with the ground state 
through ionic states, as 

Qr(lst, k" "', kit, "', kN)->IJf(k. t, k" "', kit, "', k,v) 
as t 

------.1Jf(ka t, k
"

"" Is t,"·, k,v) ~ ± IJf (Is t, kJ>"', k. t, .. ·, k s ) 
H' 00 0) 

(5.1. a. I) 

IJf (Is t, k
" 

... , k i t···, ks)·->1Jf (k. t, k,,···, k i t···, kN) 
a·~ t 

(5.1. a. II) 
and 

lIt (Is t, k,,···, ki~"", ks)-->W (Is t, k
"

, .. , Is t···, ks ) 
si... (i) 

---;W (k. t, kJ>"" 1s~,"', kl'J == ± IJf (Is t, k,,"', k. t,"·, kN) 
as t (i) (i) 

(5. 1. a. III) 

or -.1Jf (Is t, k
"

.", ka~, "', kN) == ± IJf (Is t, k,,"', k. t .. ·, kN) 
.S~ 0) 

(5.1. a. IV) 

where arrows with as t below denote the transition, in which Is electron with 
spin orientation t is transfered to ka-level in the metal, those with si ~ that in 
which an electron occupying krlevel with spin orientation ~ is transfered to 
Is·level of hydrogen atom, and so on. 

The coefficients in (5.1) and (5.l.a) are determined by the minimum 
conditions of (<P,. {§ - W} <P r ), as 
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{ E, - W g} ao + L: V'ab as t + L: VisCst ~ = 0 , 
at i ... 

{Eo,i>a- Wg } aa",s£' + VZb ast = 0, 

{Eo,t->a- W g } aast,stJ, + V;':b ast + V:aCsH = 0, 

{Eo,i~a- Wg } aa,.,si. + V:'aCsi. = 0, 

(5.2. a) 

(5.2. b.l) 

(5.2. b. 2) 

(5.2. b. 3) 

V:aao+ L: Visaast ,si,j, + L: V;,aast ,sit + {E+,Ha - W g } bast = 0, (5.2. c. 1) 
i~ it 

Vi:ao+ L: Vsaaas.,Sq + L: Vsaaas+.sij. + {E_,t~s- ~} Csq = 0, (5.2. c. 2) 
a l' a,j, 

where Eo,i~a is the mean energy of the excited neutral state with an electron 
of k;-level promoted to the ka-Ievel, and W g is the lowest mean energy to be 
determined. 

Substituting aast ,sit etc. from (5.2. b.l), (5.2. b. 2) and (5.2. b. 3) into (5.2. c.l) 
and (5.2. c. 2), we have 

Vs~ ao - L: ViS Vs~ ___ Csi • + {E + ,s ~a - L: - _~~sJ2____ - Wg ' bas t = 0 , 
t. Eo,i~a- W g it,n EO,i~a- W g J 

(5.3. a) 

and 

where L: or L: signifies the summation over both the spm orientations of 
it,i.J, at,a'" 

the electrons on the i-th or a-th level respectively. The coefficient CsH or bast 
in the above equations is approximately given as 

(5.4. a) 

or 

(5.4. b) 

neglecting the second and the third terms of (5.2. c. 2) or (5.2. c.l), which terms 
are of higher order than the first ones as seen with reference to (4.2. b) or 
(4.2. c) respectively. Sustituting CSi+ or bast from (5.4. a) or (5.4. b) respectively 
into the second term of (5.3. a) or (5.3. b), which is of higher order than the 
respective first term is, we have 

(5.5. a) 

and 
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(5.5. b) 

where 

(5.6. a) 

E = E _ " I V8a 12 (-l.i -.i->. £...J E w: ' 
at,a... O,i~a- fI 

(5.6. b) 

(5. 7. a) 

and 

r+.
i 
= L: _ IVsa l2 

at (EO.i->a- W g ) (E+ ..... a- W g ) 

(5.7. b) 

The equation for W g, of the form similar to (4.5), is now obtained from 
(5.2. a), (5.5. a) and (5.5. b), as 

(5.8) 
or approximately, as 

(S.9) 

where Nv is identified with N, I Vvl and I Vol replaces I V,al and I Vi,1 respectively 
according to (4.7) and E(+l,Ec- l , r _ and r + are averages of E(+).a, E C- l •a, r _ .• 
and r+. i , which are evaluated in turn as below. 

The term E C+ l •a or E(-l.i is given, with the same approximation of (4.7), 
respectively by (5.6. a) or (S. 6. b) as 

_ NIVvl2 
E(-l.i - E_.i->.- , 

E O•i - Wg 

E - E NI Vol2 
(+l.a - +"->.- E - w: ' 

-' 0 ,a IJ 

(5. 10. a), (S. 10. b) 

where (Eo.a- WgJ-' or (EO.i - WgJ-' is the average of (Eo.i->a- Wat' over N 
occupied k·levels or that of (Eo.i~a- "",Tot' over N unoccupied k. -levels. The 
term Eo .• or EO.i is given identifying it with the simple average of EO.i~a, as 

Eo .• = Eo+ (ji}/2m)k!-(n!/2m)<k~>AV 

= Eo+(n!/2m)k!-(n}/2m) fl<'k'dk/ J:F k2dk 

= Eo-0.60(o+(n}/2m)k!, 
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or 

EO,i = Eo+ ("h2j2m)(k!>Av-(1i!/2m)k~ 

= Eo+ (fi 2/2m)f
km 

k'dklfkm k2dk-(1i!j2m)k; 
kp kp 

= Eo+ 1.31 (0-(fi2/2m)k~ , (5. 11. b) 

where (0=('fi!j2m)k~. and km=2'/3kp is the maximum wave number for the 
conduction band of monovalent metals. We have, further, the average Ec of 
Eo,a or Eo,i over N vacant ka-Ievels or over N occupied krlevels, as 

Eo == (Eo,a)Av(==(Eo,i)AV) 

= Eo-0.60 (0+ ("h 2/2m) (k;)AV 

= Eo-0.60 (0+ 1.31 (0 

= Eo+O.71(o. (5.12) 

The average E(+) of E(+),a or that E(_) of E(-),i over N vacant or N 
occupied levels is expressed approximately, according to (5.10. a) or (5.10. b), 
by replacing the average of (Eo,.- Wgt' with (£0- Wg)-l, as 

E-; = (E ) - E- _ N I V,~ 12 
~(-) - (-),i Av - ~- , 

Eo-Wa 

(5. 13. a), (5. 13. b) 

where E+ or E_ is given by (4.1O.a) or (4. 10. b). 
The average I_of 1_," or that 1+ of 1+ ,i respectively over N vacant k a -

or N occupied ki-Ievels is now according to (5.7. a) or (5.7. b) by the similar 
approximation 

1 ==(1 '\ =~ NI V ol2 
- -,a/Av 2 (E

o
- Wg)(E- - W g) , (5.14. a) 

1 ==(1 .) =~ _ NIV,,12 
+ +,' Av 2 (Eo- Wg)(E+-- W g) 

(5.14. b) 

The root Wa for D=2.4 au is now determined at -3.0 eV according to 
(5.9), (5.12), (5.13. a), (5.13. b), (5.14.a) and (5.14. b) on the base of data given 
by (4. 11. a), (4. l1.b) and (4. 11. c); we have besides 1_=0.165 and 1-+-=0.14. 
The lowest values of Wg is -4.6 eV for D=1.8aH on the base of the values 
of Eo> I Vvl and I Vol as given by or interpolated from Table 1 in (I). 

The lowest value of W g and the equilibrium distance De are increased by 
taking into account the exchange repulsion E~d) due to d-electrons, which is 
of comparable order of magnitude at D::;; 2.0aH as compared with Eo in cases 
of transition metals with d-holes and noble monovalent metals. We have, for 
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example, W g = -2.8 eV and De=2.2aH by assuming E~")=Eo (aJi/D)2. 
On the other hand, d·electrons participate in the resonance similarly as 

discussed above, the contribution being increased by the presence of d-holes. 

§ 6. The polarization of r-adatoms. 

The degree of polarization is now determined as below. We have from 
(5.5.a), 

or, replacing r _,'" E(+),a, and I V'a1 2 respectively with L, E(+) and I V"I' similarly 
as in the derivation of (5.9) from (5.8), 

"Ib 12 =Jl+LL NIV,,12 2 L.J. Q',<;'" a O • 

a~ 2 (Ec+) - WaY 
(6. 1. a) 

Similarly we have from (5. 5. b), 

L: Ic. 12 = J!:tr+t NI Vo l2 a;. (6, 1. b) 
i. 8.. 2 (Ec-)- W

g
)2 

Eq. (5. 2. b.I) yields, on the other hand, with the similar approximation to that 
for (5.13. a), 

L: la •. ,1 2 = " ___ I Yi,_, 12_ Ib .1 2 

•• u8 , ,.% .L.J {E W )2 as , 
a\,~t al,it O,i4-a- (J 

= .~- (E:y
1

o&g)2 X ~ Iba8t 1

2

, 

hence substituting L: Ibast 12 form (6.1. a), 
at 

Eq. (5.2. b. 3) and (6.1. b) give similarly 

L: laa8Lsi.12 = L: -{-E 1 V,~I~W-----)2 ICSi.12 
a~ ,i.,!. at ,ii. O,i-1oa- 9 

= N ~_2 _ X "Ic 12 
2 {Eo- W

g
)2 7: .,q 

_ {l+r+y NIV,,12 NIVol Z 
2 ---- - ao· 

4 (£0- W g )2 (Ec-)- W g )2 

We have, further, from (5. 2. b. 2), 
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+" V.~ ViS b* e +" I V,al' Ie. 12 
£..... (E HT)2 ast si... L.J. (E TIT)2 81,... • 

at,H Oi->a-VVg at ... o,;->,,-VVg 

(6.2. c) 

The first term of the third member is approximated similarly as in the above 

cases as, 

N I Vol' x "Ib 12 
2 (Eo- W~)2 ft ast , 

or substituting L:lbastl' from (6.1.a), as 
at 

L: IV;,,12 Ib 1'= (1+7_)' ---c::-N-,-IV_o~I'_ NIV"I' a~. 
at .i~ (EO.i~a - W g)' ast 4 (Eo- TVa)' (Ec+J - Wg)' 

(6.2. c. 1) 

The second term of the same member is transformed by (5.5, a) and (5.5. b) as 

L: V;~V'a (l+r_.a) V,~ (1+7+.;) ViS a' 
at,i.j, (Eo"t->a- TVa)' (Ec+).a- W g) (EC- J•i - W g) 0, 

which is identical with the third term similarly transformed by (5.5. a) and 
(5,5. b). By the similar approximation to the foregoing one, we have from the 
above expression of the second as well as of the third term, 

V*V V*V " is 8a b e* = " R" is b* e. 
£..... (E TIT)' a8t Si, L.J. (E TIT)' aBt St. 

at,i,j.. o,i->a- VVO at,t.. O,i-+a- VVO' 

_(1+7_)(1+7+) NIVoI2 X NIV"I' a;. (6.2.c.2) 
4 (Eo- W g)' (E(+J- W g) (EC- J- W g) 

The last term is given similarly to the first term as, 

L: __ I VBal' _ Jest. 12 = (1 + 7 +)2 _ _ N/ y~_ NI Vol2 a~. (6.2. c. 3) 
at.H (Eo.i->a- Wg)2 4 (Eo- W g)2 (Ec-)- Wg)' 

Hence, we have from (6.2. c), (6.2. c. 1), (6.2. c. 2) and (6.2. c. 3), 

L: laast.si.1 2 = ~ NI V,,/2.NI~oI2 f __ 1+~+ 1+7+ 12a~. (6.3) 
at.i. 4 (Eo- Wg) t E(+)- TVa Ec-)- W g f 
The weight L: laas.sil 2 of the excited neutral states is given in accordance 

with (5.1. a), as 
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L: laa8,8iI 2 = ~.laa8~,'itl'+ .L: laa8+,8;.12+ L:.laad,.sil-I', 
a , ,~ I fl: . ,z.. £\' .. ,i, .. 

(6.4) 

or substituting the terms on the right side from (6.2. a), (6.3) and (6.2. b) as 

+_(l+r_)(~+r) +( __ 1+~+_)'1 a;. (6.5) 
(E(+)- W q ) (Ec- J - Wa) F c-)- ~V:J f 

We have from (6.1.a), (6. 1. b) and (6.5) referring to (5.12) 

L: Ibas·I' = 0.29 ai, L: IC'i, 1
2 =0.32 ai, L: laa8,8;I'= 0.385 a~, 

at i .. 

and, according to the normalization condition of (/Jr given by (5.1), 

a:+ L:laas,sil'+ L:lb".,~I'+ i.::icsi,12 = 1, 
'-I't i., 

la;I=0.50 for D=2.4aa on the base of the data given by (4. 11. a), (4. l1.b), 
(4.11.c), (5.15) and (5.16). Hence, we have finally e*=L:lbas.I'-L:lcsi.l'= 

n: t s '0' 

0.145-0.16= -0.015. This value of e* is smaller than that obtained in §4 
ignoring excited neutral states. The dipole moment fl,. of a r-adatom on Ni 
or Cu surface is henceforth evaluated, assuming De:= 2.4 aN as 

flr = 0.015 x 2.4 aj{ x e = 0.08 x 10 -18 e.s.u., (6.7) 

which is somewhat smaller than the observed value 0.2 x 10- 18 e. s. U.*l 

It might be remarked that the effective charge e* is decreased with increase 
of coverage (), inasmuch as the contribution of M~ -H- states to the r-type 
adsorption decreases relative to that of the M--H+ states because of a rapid 
increase of the exchange repulsion in the former state, which is altogether 
absent in the latter, although the electrostatic repulsion is the same both in 
the cases. 

Chapter 3. Experimental results in the light 
of the present theory. 

Conclusions are now derived from the theory of adsorption developed in 
the preceding chapters on the effect of adsorption and temperature change on 
the heat of adsorption, work function and electric conductivity of adsorbent 
metals and compared with relevant experimental results. 

*) Estimated from H.c; increase of work function at 0::::0 (d. Ref. (3)). The theoretical 
value e*, hence Ilr, depends markedly on the distance from surface, so that dp.,./dD> 
dlls/dD, indicating that the infra-red absorption of a r-adatom is more intense than that 
of a s-adatom. 
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§ 7. Change of the state of adsorption and 
the heat of adsorption. 

The existence of the two types of adsorption may reveal itself in the change 
of differential heat of adsorption with coverage and temperature as illustrated 
below. The differential heat of adsorption Q({), T) is the excess of the excess 
of the half of the partial molar enthalpy of gaseous hydrogen Hg over that 
H" of adsorbed hydrogen atoms, 1. c., 

where () is the fraction of the number na of gm atoms of adsorbed hydrogen 
over its value N" at the full occupation, when ()= 1. It follows that 

rs
" 1 JNa 

\ Q({), T)dna = -2 H)V,,- H"dn", 
" 0 0 

or 

f'Q({), T)d{)=~Hg--N(!·'{(Ha)eo,-(H,,)o_"o}, 
.0 2 

where (H,,)o_o or (H,,)O_l is the enthalpy respectively of the adsorbent without 
adsorptive or of adsorbent fully covered by adsorptive. The (Ha)O_l-(f(,)o_o 
may be taken a constant independent of temperature, provided that adatoms are 
constantly either in the s- or in the r-state and excited vibrational states ignorable, 
the energy of the adsorptives at ()= 1 thus being kept constant independent of 
temperature. Expressing Hg as 

Hg = co(Hz)+7/2RT, 

it follows from the above two equations that 

Q == J:Q({), T)d{)-: RT= Co (:2) _N,,·' {(H,,)O_l-(H,,)o_o} = const. 

(7.1) 

is a constant independent of temperature, insofar as co(Hz) and (Ra)o_l-(Ha)o_o 
are respectively constant, where Co (Hz) is the energy of 1 mol hydrogen gas 
less its translational and rotational energy; co(Hz) is practically constant indepen
dent of temperature below lOOOoe. 

If, on the other hand, adatoms transit gradually with rise of temperature 
from r-tpye to s-type of adsorption or reversely, (H a )8_1-(R,,)o_o does not in 
general remain constant resulting in a deviation from the rule (7.1), even if 

Co is constant and the excited vibrational states of adatoms are neglibible as 
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assured practically at temperatures up to 300°C. 
This rule holds satisfactorily in the case of W, where the s-type adsorption 

may be taken as excluded on account of the practical absence of solubility *1. 

§ 8. Effect of adsorption on the work function. 

The increase of work function by adatoms is given as 

(8.1) 

where /1(0) is the effective dipole moment created by the adatoms, i. c. the 
weighted mean of the dipole moment /1,. of r-adatoms and that /18 of s-adatoms 
with the respective coverage as weights. The /1,. is evaluated in §§ 4 and 6 
at 0.08 x 1O-18~0.24 x 10 -18 e. s. u. at 0=0 for Ni or Cu, which decreases with 

increase of the coverage of r-adatoms as shown in § 6, while /1. estimated in § 3 
is approximately constant at -0.06 x 10-18 e. s. u. irrespective of {). 

The r-type adsorption should now predominate at the initial stage of 
adsorption, while the s-type may possibly prevail later, insofar as the energy of 
r-type adsorption is lower than that of s-type one, but rises rapidly with increase 
of coverage owing to a pronounced mutual repulsion through the intermediary 
of metal electrons**) as discussed qualitatively in (I). It follows that the work 
function increases steeply at the initial stage, but slowly later or even decreases, 
on account of the depolarization of r-type adsorption referred to above as well 
as of a possible appearance of the s-type adsorption with positive dipole moment. 

These theoretical conclusions are in accordance with experimental results 
obtained by MIGNOLET2

), Gu:'-iDRY, TOMPKINS, CCLVER and PRITCHARD'). The 
work function decreases actually near {):::::::1 as observed for NiS

) and Co'). 
The work function of Pt is larger than that of Ni. This increase of work 

function from Ni to Pt decreases the negative polarization of r-adatom as shown 
in § 6, diminishes, as illustrated in §§ 4 and 5, the heat of adsorption of r
adatoms, and increases the heat of the s-type adatoms as discussed in § 3. Theoe 
conditions should cause the s-type adatom more abundant on Pt than on Ni, 
hence, the increase of work function of Pt by adsorption should be less than 
in the case of Ni. If the heat of r-type adatom on Pt is higher than that of 
s-type adatom at very low coverage but lower than the latter at higher coverage 
in accordance with the relative change of the heats of the two types of adatom 
discussed above, the r-type adsorption predominates more or less at the low 
coverage but the s-type adsorption does in its stead at higher coverage. The 

*) Two types of adsorption of hydrogen are observed by some anthors. One of them may 
be attributed to r·type and the other to H 2(+) instead of s-type one. 

** j d. § 9 also. 
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work function then increases with increase of coverage at the low coverage but 
soon decreases at higher one. This effect on the work function must be the more 
distinct, the lower the temperature. Actually, SUIRMAN, WEDLER and GENTSH" 
have observed that at 1000K the work function of Pt slightly increases initially 
and then decreases with increase of coverage, resulting in the overall decrease 
of work function at 8= 1, and that at 273°K the work function remains more 
or less constant initially with increase of coverage and then decreases at higher 
coverage. We conclude incorporating the above observations that in the case 
of Pt the r-type one occurs just at the initial stage and then gives place to the 
s-type adsorption. 

§ 9. Effect of adsorption on the conductivity. 

The electric conductivity (J of a thin metallic film is theoretically derived 
by FCCHS20

) and SONDHEIMER2
!), in terms of the thickness d of the film, the 

.number ~V of free electrons per unit volume, the mean free path 1, the mean 
velocity v of an electron at the FERMI surface, and the probability p of specular 
reflection of an electron at the surface of the film, as 

(9.1) 

where 

(9.1. a) 

P 
Fig. 6. Theoretical do/a plotted against p for various d/l. 
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Nezl 
ao=-

mv 
(9.1. b) 

is the specific conductivity of the bulk metal. Fig. 6 shows ao/a, which IS 
unity for p= 1, as plotted aginst p for the different values of (d/l) according 
to (9.1) and (9. La). 

The value of po of p at ()=o of clean metallic film estimated in two ways, 
assuming that p does not depend on temperature. 

The resistance Ro of a film is proportional to 1/ (a·d), the proportional 
constant c' being given by the conditions of the experiment. We have, hence, 
from (9.1) and (9.1. b), 

Ro(d) = a~~ =~: ';r; (t) {rfJp(d/l)/(d/Z)r
l

, 

or 

cRo(d)d2 = (d/ZYlrfJp(d/l) (9.2) 

where c is another constant gIven by 

c = (Ne2)/(c'mv). (9.2. a) 

~.04 0.06 Q.I 02 114 0.6 LO i:J 

eeg (die) 

Fig. 7. Theoretical curves of log {(d/l)' qJp (d/l)} versus log (d/l) for 
p == 0, 0.3 and 0.5. 
The crosses are observed values6) at 273'K represented 
with constants c=3.6xlO- 6 /..Q Az and Z=150A, and circles 
are those at 90'K with constants c=3.6xlO- 16/!J Az and 
1=270 A. 
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Eq. (9.:2) shows that the curve of log {Ro (d)· d'} versus log d is superposed 
upon the curve of log {(d/l)'/r/Jp(d/l)} versus log(d/l) for the appropriate value 
of p by a proper selection of land c, so that we may determine Po as well as 

l from the observed Ro(d) as a function of d. 
MIZlJSHIMA6

) has observed Ro(d) of evaporated Ni film for d=30 A---500A 
at T=273°K and 90 oK. By comparing the experimental curves of log {Ro(d)·d'} 
versus log d at 273°K and 900 K with the theoretical curves of Fig. 7 for various 
p, we have according to the above 

and 

l (T= 273°K) = ---150 A , 
l (T = 900 K) = ---270 A , 
c:::::: 3.6 x 10- 6

/ Q A' 
po = 0---0.3. 

) (9.3) 

We may estimate the extent of "the lattice imperfection" of evaporated Ni film by the 

magnitude of the mean free paths just estimated. The probability P=v/l of an electron to be 

scattered per unit time is given by the sum of the probability PVlb. due to the lattice vibrations 

and the probability Pirro due to the lattice imperfection. PVib. is expressed as v/lo where 10 is 

the mean free path in the absence of the lattice imperfection, estimated at 70=266 A for 2iTK 

and 7o=2100A for 90oK22). We have, 

Pirro = P-Pvib. = v(l/I-I/lo), 

or by (9.3) 

Pirro = v(I/270-1/2100):::: v/330 at 90oK, 

and 

Pirro = v (1/150-1/266) :::: V/330 at 273'K, 

which shows that P,rr. t& independent of temperatures as it should be provided that the lattice 

imperfection remains the same. 

The value of po is estimated alternatively according to the later conclusion 
that Po is reduced to zero at f)= 1/4,-..,.1/2, where the resistance attains to its 
maXImum. It follows that the increase d1?m" ... of resistance up to the maximum 
is due to the change of p from po to 0 alone. Eq. (9.2) leads on the other 
hand to the equation 

(9.4) 

admitting N, d and l are respectively unaffected by adsorption. We have, 
now, from the observed value of dRmax/Ro by SUHRMAN, WEDLER, HERMANNS), 
and MIZUSHIMA6

) and from the values of d and I estimated as above, p,,::::::0.04, 
which is consistent with the value of po estimated as above (see Fig. 8). 

The adsorption of hydrogen atoms affects now the conductivity, along the 
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line of the present theory, by decreasing the value p besides by varying N, as 
discussed below respectively in the case of s- and r-type adsorption. 

( i) The s-type adsorption increases the number of valence electrons 1\/ by 
dissociation of hydrogen atom into proton dissolved in the metal and electron 
in the conduction band of the metal; e. g., the number N of conduction electrons 
of a metallic film of 30 atomic layer is increased by 3.3% at full coverage of 
s-adatoms, hence the conductivity rIo of (9.1. b) approximately by the same relative 
magnitude*). 

The probability p of specular reflection is, on the other hand, nearly un
changed, since the cross section of the proton shielded by metal electrons is 
,....",0.3 nr;, as shown below, which is fairly small as compared with the cross 
section ,....",0.9 nr; of the surface atom, corresponding to Po:::::::O.l as estimated 
above. 

The cross section of scattering of s-adatom is derived as follows. The 
matrix element Vai of the transition 

IS gIven by (1. 8) and (A. 6), as**) 

V. = _ 4ne
2 f 1 + (1+'1)A2 1 

az V I /ka-ki /
2+;(2 (/ka- ki/2+X)' J 

(9.4) 

where i,i allows for the exchange effect between electrons. 
The transition is however subject to the conservation of energy 

E(k a )-E(ki ) ::;:; kT , (9.5) 

so that k i must be at the FERMI surface or just below it, while' kIT just above 
the FERMI surface, i. e., 

(9.5. a) 

Hence, 

q(8)2 == /ka-ki/2=4k~.sin2 ~ . (9.6) 

By substituting /ka -ki /
2 from (9.6) into (9.4), we have 

*) The mean free path I, the mean velocity v or the effective mass m*, identified with m 

in (9.1. b), depends in general on N, but we neglect these effects in the present discussions. 

**) If we replace 2/A in (9.2) by a[J and put ;;=0, the Vat is reduced to the matrix element 

0f scattering of a free electron fro'll the state l/IV ·exp (iktr) into l/lv ·exp (zkar by a 

hydrogen atom. 
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Vi = - 4rre' f _~ __ + (1+1))A' J 
a V l q(())"+J: (q(()Y+?T j 

= _N-l~ f 3 + 3(1 + 1j)(?'rsY 1 (9 7) 
rs l (q(()) rsY + (?'rsY {(q(()) rs)"+ (?rsY}z j . 

inasmuch as 

V = N(4rr/3) 1'; . (9.7. a) 

The order of magnitude of NIVail is 4.2eV for ()=O, and 1.8eV for 
()=rr on the base of rs= 1.4 A, 1.= 1/0.3 A and 1)=0.2 Ars • 

The transition probability w is given as") 

(9.8) 

where P (ka ) is the density of final states and 1S g1ven as23) 

(9.8. a) 

Let now a,z((), \0) be the differential scattering cross section for k. of the direction 
within ()~() + d() and \O~\O + d\O*). We have now**) 

or 

mV a z(() m) = --- LV 
'\'r fikF ' 

by (9.7), (9.8) and (9.9). 

(9.9) 

(9.10) 

The total cross section aj':) of s-adatom relevant to the electric resistance 
is now the integral of (l-cos())a,z((),\O)sin()d()d\O, where the factor (l-cos()) 
stands for the condition of steady current in accordance with the BLOCH'S 
equation"). The total cross section a¥) depends now on the direction of k i . 

Let fJ be the angle between k i and the normal to the metal surface. We have 

*) The if! is taken as the angle between the plane (ki, ka) com prizing ki and ka, and the 

metal surface, except in the case of ki normal to the surface, where if! specifies the 

direction of (ki, ka) around ki. 
filkil 

**) We have w=O",zV(ki)/V by definition, where v(kd= - nl-
ki·electron, hence (9.9). 
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a~)(e=~)= f" flJ'(I-cosO)ad(O, ID) sin 0 dO
j
1 dID , 2 J 0 0 

= (~~/ {fJ:(I-cos 0) IVatl' sin OdO} dID (9. 11. a) 

and 

(9.11. b) 

Assuming that 

a}:) (e) = ar(e =~) +cos'e far(e=o)-ar(e = ~)1 2! 2 j' 
(9.12) 

we have the average cross section (a}:)AV as 

(a~»\V = ar(e =~) + ~faT(e=O)-aT(e = ~)1 . . 2 3 l 2 J 
(9. 13. a) 

or by (9.11.a), (9.11. b) 

(a(.'l, = 2rr ( rn V )2 Ive".>I' , T /Av 2rrli:. az , (9. 13. b) 

where 

iV~~)12 = _1_ fl~Jr.J"(I-COSO) I Vai l2sin OdOd \D 
2rr 3 0 0 

+ ~J'r.J~(I-COSO) I Vai l2 sin OdOd,J . 3 0 i r j 
(9.14) 

is the average of IVai 12. The [V~s21 is estimated by (9.5), (9.6) and (9.14) at 
IV~8il = N-l x (2.3 eV) (9. 14. a) 

hence (a(p>AV at ......,0.3 rrr; by (9.13. b) and (9.6. a) on the base of rs= 1.40 A, 
A=1/0.3 A and 1/=0.2 b~. 
(ii) In the case of r-type adsorption, the number N of free electrons is practically 
unaffected; the decrease of N of a metallic film of 30 atomic layer at full 
coverage is only (e* /30) x 100 per cent, where the effective charge e* is of the 
order of -0.02......, -0.04 as worked out in §§ 4 and 6. The value of p is however 
markedly decreased by r-type adsorption due to the large value, as shown below, 
of the matrix element of transition of a free electron into the Is-state of adatoms 
or reciprocally of Is-electron into metal. We consider here such transition of 
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metal electron from one state to another say from kr to k.-state alone, as an 
electron in ki"state is trapped in Is-state, while another electron transits from 
Is- to k.-state, ignoring other transition process, e. g. a direct one caused by 
a perturlation field of r-adatom not through the intermediary of Is-state. The 
cross section of r-adatom corresponding to the transition specified above must 
be smaller than the actual one, if other transition processes were not negligible. 

The transition kr-~k. specified above should occur in accordance with 
the conservation of spin orientation in the following scheme: 

(a) In case the spin orientation of k;- and Is-electrons are anti-parallel, 
the transition should be*) 

or 

IF (Is t, k" 00', ki,j" 00 -, kv)-' IF(Is j, k" 00 -, Is,j" 00_, kv) 

f
----> IF(Ist, k" 00_, k.,j" 00', kx ), 

(i) 

l-. IF (k. j, k" 00', Is,j" 00', k s ), 
. (il 

IF(Isj, k" 00', ki,j" 00', k.v)~-' IF(k. j, k" 00', k;,j" 00', k.v) 

-. IF (k. j, k,,· .. , Is,j" 00', ksl 

(a. I) 

(a. II) 

(a. III) 

(b) In case the Spill orientation of k.- and Is-electrons are parallel, the 
transition should occur as 

IF(Isj, k,,· .. , k. 1, ... , kN)- IF(k. j, k" 00', k i 1,"', k x ) 

----> IF (k. j, k" 00', Is j, 00', kv) (b. I) 

The ratio of the statistical weight of the case (a) to that of the case (b) is 1 : 3, 
hence the average V,;i l of the matrix elements of transition is23 >, 

I V!i l l2 ==.-l. f 1_ Vi" ~ + Vi., ~a + V .• :2' 12] + 2f l....Jj.a ViS n 
4 II E_.i->S Eo E_. i". Eo E+. 8 ". Eo J 4 I V+.s->a EOI J 

= IVis 121Vs.12 +~ .. _~._JVi812IVs~_2 ___ +..ITi,12I Vs_.l'.. (9.15) 
(E-.i".-Eo)' (E_.i-+.-Eo) (E+.p.-Eo) (E+.",.-Eo)" 

where the terms in the first bracket of the second member correspond in turn 
to the transitions of (a. I), (a. II) and (a. III) respectively, and the term in the 

second bracket to (b. I); E_ .i . ..., E+ .Ha, and Eo are defined respectively in con
nection with (4.2.a), (4.2.b) and (4.2.c), while ViS and V,. similarly by (4.3.a) 
and (4.3.b). 

Taking the condition of (9.5) or (9.6) into account, we have 

*) The (a. I), (a. II), (a. III) and (b. I) correspond to (5.1. a. IV), (5.1. a. III), (5.1. a. II) and (5.1. a. I) 
respectively. 
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and 

Hence, the average iV~'?12 of 1 V~;)I" given by (9.15) over the direction of both 
k; and k" is estimated according to the approximations of Appendix A in (I), 
as 

iV~'?1 = N-I {S.4 eV} , (9. 16) 

smce iVi.1 =/VsITI = 1 YS,kz,' 1 (=6.3eV for D=2.4aH ) by the condition (9.5.a). 
The cross section of scattering is similarly derived as in (i), by replacing iV~s/ 12 

of (9.13. b) by IY~i)lz. The result is in accordance with (9.14. a) and (9.16) 

(9.17) 

which is essentially the lower bound according to the above. 
It is concluded that the large cross section of r·adatoms causes p to vanish 

at ();::::::;1/4~1/2, and besides, it is responsible for the intense repulsion, as 
remarked in (I), between r-adatoms through the intermediary of metal electrons. 

The decrease of p has now a pronounced effect on the resistance as 
illustrated in Fig. 6 that the resistance increases by ca. 3% with decrease of p 
from 0.04 to 0 for d/l=I/2. 

We are now ready to discuss the effect of adsorption on electric resistance. 
The electric resistance should increase initially rapidly due to the decrease of 
the probability p of specular reflection by r-type adsorption which predominates 
initially as mentioned in the preceding section. The increase will come to an 
end at ()= 1/4,....., 1/2, when p is reduced to zero, the total increase .:1Rmax of 
resistance depending thus on the initial value po of p. Fig. S shows dR-naxl Ro 
as plotted against d/l by (9.4), which practically reproduces the experimental 
results by MIZUSHIMA6) for Po=0.04. 

The present theory leads to a further theorem that l1R rn,,,·dz is independent 
of temperature as well as of thickness for films with the same po values. We 
have from (9.2) 

dRmax(d)· d Z = {(d/l)' (/Jp~o(d/l)-(d/l)2(/Jpo (d/l)} , (9. 18) 

Table 1 shows the theoretical value of the right side of (9. IS), which is approxi
mately constant independent of d/l, hence that l1Rmax(d)· d' is similarly constant 
independent of T and d. The observations by MIZUSHIMA')*) shows that this 
is actually the case: l1Rmax (d)· d 2 is constantly ~9000 Q Az according to his 

*) MIZUSHIMA has pointed that .JRmax is independent on temperature (Cf. Ref. (7)). 
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Fig. 8. Theoretical curves of log {.:1R max/Ro} versus log (d/l) for 
Po=O.l, 0.04 and 0.025. The crosses are observed values6) 

at 273°K represented with l = 150A, and circles are those 

at 900 K with l = 270 A. 

observation both at 273°K and 90oK, for d-values from 30 A to 400 A. From 
the latter values of flR max (d)·d2 imcoporated with c=3.6x 1O-6/QA2 of (9.3), 
we have c JR,nax(d)· d';:;:;0.03, which determines po at ca. 0.05 according to (9.18) 
and Table I (d/l=1/10~5). 

TABLE 1. The values of {(d/l)'/flJ p 00 (d/l)-(d/l)'jIPpo (d/t)) 
- -----~--

d/l 1/30 
Po '~ 

1/25 V15 1/10 1/5 1 ,,) 
I~ 2 5 

0.1 0.044 0.044 0.048 0.049 0.054 0.058 0.056 0.052 0.042 

0.2 0.082 0.082 0.090 0.095 0.104 0.111 0.110 0.100 0.083 

0.3 0.116 0.118 0.129 0.146 0.150 0.164 0.161 0.142 0.127 

If the s-type adsorption does not occur, the resistance will remam constant 

with further increase of coverage. If, on the other hand, the s-type adsorption 
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should occur, the resistance will decrease with increase of (J giving a resistance 
maximum around (J= 1/4,-...., 1/2. It has been concluded that*) s-type adsorption 

does occur in the case of Ni. It follows that the resistance maximum should 
exist in the above range of (J as actually confirmed by experiments by SCIIRMiI.:.i, 

WEDLER, MIZUSHlMA, HERMANN and SCHLlEPHAKE51, SACHTLER and DOH.GEL071
, 

and ZWIETERI:.iG, KOKS and HEERDE0J8
). Similar maximum has been observed 

by ZWIETERING, KOKS and HEERDEN8
) with Fe. 

For Pt film, however, the resistance should decrease monotonously due to 

the predominance of the s-type adsorption except just at the initial stage of 
coverageas concluded from the observed decrease of work function**). Sum

MAN, WELDEI{ and GENTSH4
) have actually observed monotonous decrease of 

resistance for Pt e-vaporated film. 

vVhen the surface is contaminated by, say 0-, the initial increase due 

to the r-type adsorption will disappear, while the later decrease will persist, 
provided that 0 - adsorption decreases p as an adsorptive of large cross section 

preferentially excluding the r-type adsorption on account of its large ion radius. 
This conclusion is in conformity with the observations of SACHTLER and 
DORGELs7

). 

Conclusion and Acknowledgment 

There exist m general two types of adsorption of hydrogen atoms, t. e., 
r-type adsorption and s-type one. The r-type adsorption is rather an usually 
conceived adsorption i. c., the state of the adatom situated outside the surface 

of metal and bonded to it. The s-type adsorption is a sort of dissolution into 

metal, i. e., the state of adatom situated inside the surface and confined to at 

ca. 0.5 A distance from the surface. 

The variation of physical properties, such as work function and electrical 

conductivity, caused by adsorption was discussed on the basis of the above theory 
with conclusions in conformity with experiments. 

The present author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor 

1. HORleT! for his profound interest and stimulating discussions on the present 

work. He wishes also to express his hearty thanks to Dr. K. AZUMA and 

Dr. A. MATSUDA for their valuable discussions. He would like to acknowledge 

the contributions of Mrs. R. WAKE, Mr. M. TAKAHASHI and Miss N. ASCHA, 
who carried out many of the computations in the present work and helped in 

preparing the maniscript. 

*) Cf. §§7 and 8. 
**) Cf. §8. 
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Appendix A. Derivation of Eq. (1. 9). 

The electron density Po (r) of N electrons of the metal without any per
turbation is expressed as 

N 

Po(r) = L: ¢*(ki' r)¢(ki' r), (A. 1. a) 
i=-l 

and the electron density (!(r) of N+ 1 electrons of the metal with proton 
dissolved, as 

(A. 1. b) 
i=l 

The perturbed wave function ~(k" r) IS generally developed in terms of 
the unperturbed wave functions ¢(k" r)'s as 

~'(k"r) = {1- (1/2) L: Ibai l2
} ¢(k" r)+ L: bai¢(ka , r)+ L: cr<¢(kp r), 

a(~i) a(""'i) r(:I;=i) 

(A. 2) 

where ba/s are the first order and ct:s are the second order coefficients. The 
factor {1-(1/2) L: Ibail'} of the first term in the second member of (A. 2) assures 

a~=\=i) 

the normalization conditions 

(A. 2. a) 

The coefficients ba/s and cr/s must be determined, so that the orthogonal 
relations, 

for i~i' , (A. 2. b) 

IS satisfied; substituting ~ from (A. 2), (A. 2. b) leads to the condition 

for i~a, (A. 3. a) 

and 

for i~i' . (A. 3. b) 

The extra electron density around the dissolved proton IS given from 
(A. 1. a) and (A. 1. b), as 

(!(r)-Po(r) 0::= P(r)+P'(r), (A. 4) 

where .0 (r) is the sum of the first order terms and .0' (r) that of the second 
order terms with respect to bai' b:~ etc. expressed respectively as 

P(r) = ¢*(kN+J' r)¢(kY+1!r) 

+ L: L: {b!¢*(ka, r)¢(ki' r)+ba,e;J(ka, r)¢*(ki' r)}, (A. 4. a) 
i a(,,-,i) 
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and 

The first term on the second member of (A. 4. b) vanishes approximately, 
since ~[J*(k", r)¢(ka, r):::::::1,*(ki' r)¢(k" r):::::::l/V, and the contribution to the second 
order energy from the second and third terms vanishes as shown in Appendix 
B. Hence, we will be confined in the evaluation of P(r) in this appendix. 

The P(r) is written by substituting bai from (1. 7), as 

P(r) = ¢*(kN+],r)¢(kN+], r) 

- ~ a~i){ E(ka)~~E(ki) ¢*(ka,r)¢(ki' r)+ E(ka)~~(ki) ¢(ka, r)¢*(ki,r)] 

(A. 5) 

The summation I: extends over the occupied levels inside the FERMI sphere 
i 

and I: over the unoccupied ones outside it. However, I: may be replaced by 
" a 

the summation over all levels, occupied or unoccupied, except for a=i, mas-

much as I: I: { ...... } = 0, on account of the antisymmetry of 
i a(over occupied 

levels except a=- i) 

terms of the sum with respect to the permutation of IX and l. 

We have from (1. 8) 

V = V* = _ 47rC' f 1 + _Jl+i))A' 1 
ai"! V l /ka-ki/'+A' (/ka -k i /

2 +A'j'J' 

substituting an approximate wave function, 

where Uo(r) is a function with the period of the lattice. 

The energy of krlevel is given approximately as 

where Eo is the lowest energy of the conduction band. 

(A. 6) 

(A. 7) 

(A. 8) 

Now, putting ka=k,+q and replacing I: I:, where (a) covers unoccupied 
i (,0:) 

levels as well as occupied levels by I: I: and the summation I: { ... } by the 
q (::,0 0) i i 
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integration*) 2 V/(2rr )3S { ..• } dk, we have, from (A. 5), (A.6), (A. 7) and (A.8), 

P(r) = rr·*(kX + 1' r) rr.(kN+l' r)+ 4rrc
2 

• }-~ • 

'r 'r V' (2rr)3 

x 2.:: J[fIUo(r)I'(exp(iQr)+exP(-iQr))}f_1,+ (1+i/)A
21ldk

i
, 

",,,,0) l (1i 2/2m)(q'+2qkicosqki ) tq2+A" (q2+A2)'Jj 
or 

P(r) = ¢* (kN+D r)¢(kX+l' r) 

+ 2k p 2.:: 1 UOl2 [exp(iqr) + exp( -iqrJ} fl ~1 2+ J\+ i/),A~Jl f(q/2/;:,), 
VrralI (}("'O) q" + A (q + A") 

(A. 9) 
with 

, 1 1-x2 l+x j(x) =-+---log 
2 4x I-x 

where q.= Iql, kF=(3rr2N/V)I/3 is the wave number of an electron at the FER:vtI 

surface and aH=t//mc' the BOHR radius. The function f(q/2k p ) is 1 for q=O, 
1/2 for q=2kF·, decreases monotonously like (1/3) (2kp .jq)' for q';Y2kb" and is 
replaced by A'/q' + A2 for A~2kF with good approximation except for q ';Y 2k]<" 

Eq. (A. 9) is written, inasmuch as ¢* (kH1, r)¢(kN +1, r)= 1 UO/
2/V according 

to (A.7), as 

P (r) = 1 Uo 1
2 11 __ ~!:_ . 2 f ~ + 1 -:,11l 

V L rraN I A" A j J 
+ 2kF 2.::. [I Uol2[texp (iqr) + exp (-iqr)} (l-_;_l- + (~~~ A

2

J
) j\q/2kF )j , 

Vrrall'l . q"+A2 (q'+A'Y 

(A. 10) 

where the summation of second term includes, now, the term q=O. Replacing 
2.::[ ... ] by the integration 
q 

V 3 J[ ... ] dq == V 3 JOO fJC030~1 (J2\ .. ] d<p) d(cos 0)) q'dq, 
(2rr) (2rr) 0 I cn81~-1 0 I 

and putting cosO=u and IUo1
2 =1 according to (A. 7), the second term of (A. 10), 

IS now 

~I?F 2rr 3 JOO[l
t
Jl (exp(iqru) + exp (-iqru)) du lj x 

rr an (2rr) 0 -1 

--+-_.- f(q/2kF) qdq, ( 1 (1 + if) A2 1 J 2 

Iq2 +A' (q'+A2), j 

*) The factor 2 is due to the spin weight. 
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- -- --- --+--- sm q7 . f(q 2 p) q. - 2kp 1 foo(, q (1+1))q,{2). • / k d 
rr 3a

H 
r 0 q2 +;(2 (q2 + ;(2)2, 

Approximating j\q/2k",) by ,{2/q2+ ,(2, the above expression IS gIven as*) 

k,'{ f 1+r:, 1 ( --"--ll+--'- (l+Ar)) . exp -?r). 
2rr2 an 4 

Replacing r in the bracket { } by its mean value 

3/A= frexp(-,{r)r2drlf exp(-Ar)r2dr, 

we have P(r) of (1.9), i. e., 

P(r) = -~ [1- 2kp
• 2 f -~ + l~iL 1J+ ~".}. f 1 +~ 1 exp( -?r). (A. 11) 

V rra/£ l A: ,() 7C an l 2 J 

Appendix B. Derivation of Eq. (1. 11. a). 

The heat of disolution Q, as given by (1.11), is derived in what follows 
m four steps (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). 

(i): The kinetic energy of N metal electrons without perturbation IS ex' 
pressed as 

(E. 1) 

where If! is given by (2.2. b), or 
1 

If! =' (N!f" I: e(P) P{¢(k
" 

r ,)¢(k2 , r 2)·· ·¢(kN' rN)} , 
p 

(B. 1. a) 

by the definition of determinant. In the above expression, P is the permutations 
of the N electron coordinates, e (P) = 1 for even permutations and e (P) = -1 
for odd ones, and I: extends over all N! permutations. We have, substituting 

p 

If! from (E. 1. a) into (B. 1), 

.;;) The integrals involved are given as 

\,00 q sin qr d = --C \,00 cos (qr) d( ) = ~ r'" 
Jo (q2+A2)2 q 2 Ja (qr)2+(.lr)2 qr 4..l ' 

and 

,00 qsinqr d =~\,ooc:o~lqr)_d = l+..1r .~clr 
~o Iq2+A2)3 q 4 Jo (q2+..12)2 q 4..12 4..1 • 

(CL WHITTAKER & WATSON, Modern Analysis (Cambridge), 1935, p. 116, Examples 1, 3 
and 5). 
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(IJfTIJf) = (N !t' J L;; c(P)p{ ¢* (k" r,)¢* (k2' r z)" .¢* (kA' r N )} 

{N 1 ( } N 
X lE, (-'li2/2m . ,d)) J L;; c(P)Pi ¢(k" r ,)¢(k2, r z)" '¢(kN,rN) H, dr) 

= J ~ e(P)P{¢*(k
" 

r,)¢*(k" r 2 )· ··¢*(kv, rN) f 

f N 1 N 

X 11=, (-fi//2m· ,dj)J ¢(k" r,)¢(kz, r2)···¢(kN' rN)!!, dr) (B. 2) 

or, using the normalization conditions and orthogonal relations, 

J ¢*(ki' r)¢(kio, r)dr = 1 

=0 

for i = i' , 

for i ="i= i' , 

(IJfTIJf) = £; r ¢*(k;, r) {-fi//2m·,d} ¢(ki' r) dr. 
i=lt>' 

(B. 3) 

(B. 4) 

The kinetic energy of N + 1 metal electrons perturbed by proton dissolyed 
and extra electron density around it is expressed as 

- J {N+l 1 N+I 
((/J,T(/J8) == (/Ji I ~,(--liz/2m ·,dj)l (/J8 H, dr), (B. 5) 

where (/J8 is given by (1.1. a), or 

P is the permutations of the N + 1 electron coordinates, and L: extends over 
(N+ I)! permutations. P 

We have from (B.5) and (B.5.a) 

((/J/1' (/J8) == {(N + 1) !} -IJ ~ C (P) p{ p* (k" ~1)P* (k" r 2)·· ·P* (kN+" r~V+l)} 
fN+l 1 ... \'"+1 

X I ~, (-li2/2m .,dj) 1 ~ e(P) P{P(kJ) r ,)p(k2 , r 2 )·· ·p(kN +" r N +1)} E dr) 

= J L; e(P)P{P*(k" r,)p*(k" r 2),,·p*(kY+I' rN+I)} 

fN+l 1 -"V+l 

X lE, (-li2/2m· ,d)) 1 P(k" r ,)p(k2, r 2)·· ·p(kN +" rN+I) H, dr j 

or, using the normalization conditions and orthogonal relations (A. 2. a) and 
(A.2.b), 

(rfJ,T(/J8) = ~' fP(ki , r) {-liz/2m .,d} p(k;, r)dr. 
Z-=l..; 

(B. 6) 

We have from (A. 2), 
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(-t/12m . ill if:! (ki' r) = (1-112 a~illbaiI2} . (-'li'/2m· il)¢(ki' r) 

+ I: bai (-n/12m·il)¢(ka ,r)+ I: C,i(-'liZI2m· il)¢(k"r), (B. 7) 
a('<ll ,('<0 

so that the total increase (K. E.) of kinetic energy by the first and the second 
order perturbations is given by (B. 4), (B. 6), and (B. 7), as 

= )¢*(k.V+l' r) {-'lizI2m· il} ¢(k.v+" r)dr 

+ ~~la~i) [b:, j ¢* (ka, r) {-'li'/2m· il} ¢(ki' r)dr+ compo conj .] 

+ fl'.?~i) Ibai l
2 [)¢* (ka, r) { -hzI2m· il} ¢ (ka, r)dr 

-) ¢*(ki' r){ -h'/2m· il} ¢(ki' r) drJ 

N+l 

+I: I: I: b:ib~ij¢*(ka,r){-hZI2m.il}¢(k,3,1')dr 
i~l a('<i) ft('<a) 

+ f)~,) [C0 f¢*(k" r) {-liZI2m· il} ¢(ki' r)dr + compo conj .]. (B. 8) 

(ii): The mean potential of the metal with N + 1 electrons, perturbed by proton 
dissolved and extra electron density, is given as ((/)811(/)8). The potential energy 
11 of the system is according to (2.4. a), 

(B. 9) 

We have from (B.9) 

((/)81/(/)8) = I+II+III+IV, (B. 10) 

where 

(B. 10. I) 

(B.10. II) 

(B. 10. III) 
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The integral I is developed as*) 

I == {(N + I)!} -IJ ~ dP) p{P* (k
" 

r ,)p*(k" r 2)·, 'P*(k1v+" rN+I)} 

(s+< 1 { Ntl 

X If,~v(rj-RzlJ I;dP)P p(k"r,)P(k2,rZ)···p(kVr"rNt,)} f!, drj ' 

= J I; c(P) P{P*(k" r ,)p*(k2 , r 2)···p*(ks +
'
, r N + 1)} 

(N+I 1 N+l 

X l f, if v(rj-Rz)jP(k"r,)P(k"rz)···P(kHOrN+,) f!, drj. 

Referring to (A. 2. a) and (A. 2. b), the above equation is transformed as 

or, changing the order of summation and integration, and referring to (A. I. a), 
(A. 1. b) and (A. 4), 

I = f {po(r)+P(r)+P'(r)} {L:v(r-R z)) dr. 
, Z 

(B.1l) 

The integral III is given according to (B.12. III) just similarly as I, i. e. as 

III = J {Po(r)+P(r)} Vi (r)dr , (B. 12) 

except that L: v(r-Rz) in (B.ll) is replaced by Vi(r), and the higher order 
I 

term 5P' (r) Vt(r)dr is neglected. 
The integral II is transformed according to (B.I0.II), as 

f 1 N+I N+l 2 1 N+ 1 

x l2 f, j~~"j)e Ilrj-rj·1 J I; c(P) P{P(k" r ,)p(k2, r2)·· .p(k",+" rNn)} f!, dr j 

= J ~ c(P) p{ p*(k
" 

r ,)p*(k2, r 2)·· ·p*(kv+" r N +1)} 

r 1 S"+l ... V+1 2} N+l 

x l2~'j'~~"J/llrj-rj·IJP(k"r,)p(k2,rZ)···p(kN+"rN+I) H, dr j , (B.13) 

or, by (A. 2. a) and (A. 2. b), 

II = It+II.x, (B. 13. a) 

where 

*) Cf. F. SEITZ, Modern theory of solids (McGraw,Hill Company), pp. 236-240 (1940). 
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1 X+' N-'J' It = 2 ~'j~' p*(k j , rj)p*(kj-, rj') (e2/lrj-rj'l) 

X p(k j , rj)p(k j " rj') drjdrj', (B. 13. b) 

and 

1 .V+J x+'J' IIex = - 2 t;, j;J P*(k j , rj')P*(k j ., rj)(e2/lrj-rjl) 

x p(k j , rj)p(kj" rj') drjdrj' , (B. 13. c) 

The II" is the COULOMB interactions between electrons, and IIex the exchange 
... V~l .. N+l 

interaction between them. The summation L: L: in (B. 13) is replaced by 
j~' j-J(;,j) 

S+l.V+l 

L: L: in (B.13. b) and (B.13. c), since the term of summation for j= j' in 
j=l j' 1 

(B.13. b) and that in (B. 13. c) cancel each other in (B.13. a). 
The It is written as 

1 N+JX+J (' 

It =. 2 t:, j~,J p*(kj, r)p*(k j" r')(e2/lr-r'l)p(kj, r)p(k j , r') drdr' 

1 J f"v+J 1 fN+' 1 = 2 l ?, p* (k j , r) p(kj, r) I (e2/1 r -r' I) l jr:, p* (k j " r') i)(k j , r') J drdr' , 

or by (A. La), (A. I. b) and (A.4), 

It = ~ J {Po(r)+ P(r)+ P' (r)} (e2/lr-r'lJ{po(r')+ P(r') +p'(r')}drdr' 

} J Po(r)(e'/lr-r'f)Po(r')drdr' + J {P(r) + P'(r)} (e'/Jr-r'l) Po(r')drdr' 

1 j' + 2 P(r)(e'/r-r'I)P(r') drdr' , (B. 14) 

where 

J {P(r) +P'(r)) (e2/lr-r'I)Po(r')drdr' 

1 J' = 2- {p(r) + P' (r)} (e2/Jr-r'I)Po(r')drdr' 

+ + J Po(r)(e2/lr-r'l) {P(r') +P'(r')} drdr'; 

the higher order terms .1 P(r)(e2/lr-r'I)P'(r')drdr'=,I'P'(r)(e'/Jr-r'I)P(r')drdr' 
and.\' P'(r)(e2/Jr-r'f)P'(r')drdr' are neglected. 

By putting 

Vpo(r) = J ~;~(::! dr', (B. 15. a) 
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(B. 15. b) 

It = + J Po(r) Vpo(r)dr+ J {P(r) +P'(r)} Vpo(r)dr+ ~J P(r) Vp(r)dr. 

(B. 16) 
The Hex is written as 

1 1\'+1 N+l J 
IIex = -2 ~, 1;, p*(kj , r')p(k j, r)(e'/lr-r'l)p*(kj., r)p(k j., r')drdr' 

= --~ 21 ~ J 1'* (kj, r')1'(k j, r)(e'/lr-r'I)1'*(kj., r)1'(kj', r')drdr' 

-11 ~ J {P*(kj,r')P(kj,r)-1'*(kj,r')1'(kj,r)} 

x (e'/lr-r'I)1'*(kj" r)1'(kj ., r') drdr' 

--2
1 I: I: f{p*(kj,r')p(kj,r)-1'*(k}>r')1'(kj,r)} 

j J' J 

X (e'/I r- r'l) {P*(kj', r) P(kj', r') - 1'* (kj', r) 1'(kj', r')} drdr' . 

(B. 17) 

The first term on the third member of (B. 17) is given, according to the simplified 
tratment by SLATER"l, as 

the first term = + J Po(r) Vexo(r)dr , (B. 17. a) 

where 

Vexo(r) = -3e'(3/87r)'/3Po(r)'/3. 

The second term on the third member of (B.17) is given approximately as, 

the second term = J {P(r)+P'(r)} Vex 0 (r)dr , (B. 17. b) 

by making use of (B.17. a) and of the approximate relation, 

-11 ~ J {P*(k j , r')p(kj, r)(e'/Ir - r'I)1'*(k j , r)1'(kj'> r')} drdr' 

= J {Po(r)+P(r)+P'(r)} Vexo(r)dr. 

The third term on the third member of (B.17) is given similarly as 

the third term = ~-f P(r) Vex(r)dr, 
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where 

Vex(r) = Yex(r)- Vexo(r) , 

Vex(r) = -3e2 (3/Sn-)'i3(Po(r)+P(r))!l3, 

by making use of the relations (B.17. a), (B.17. c) and 

- E,' :~:J f £>*(kj, r')£>(k j , r) (e'// r - r'/ )£>* (kj', r)£> (k j " r')} drdr' 

= J {po(r)+P(r)+P'(r)} {-3e2(3/Sn-)'l3(Po(r)+p(r)+p'(r))'!3}drdr', 

and negelecting higher order terms .l'P'(r) Vex(r)dr as well as S {P(r)+P'(r)} 
x [-3e2 (3/S;r),13 {(Po(r) + P(r) + P' (r))'!3_(Po(r) + P (r))'!3}] dr. 

We have, thus, from (B.17), (B.17. a), (B.17. b) and (B. 17. c), 

Hex = + jPo(r) Vexo(r)dr+ j {p(r)+ p'(r)} Vexo(r)dr+ ~ j P(r) V.x(r)dr. 

(B. IS) 

The integration II is now expressed by (B.13. a), (B.16) and (B.1S), as 

II =It+ Hex = + J Po(r) {Vpo(r) + Vexo(r)} dr 

+ J {P(r) + P' (r)} {Vpo(r) + Vexo(r)} dr+ + J P(r) {Vp(r) + Vex(r)} dr, 

(B. 19) 

and the ((/)8 V (/)8) is given by (B.10), (B.IO. IV), (B.ll), (B 12) and (B. 19), 

((/),Y(/)z) = J [po(r)+p(r)+p'(r)}[~v(r-Rz)}dr 
++ Jpo(rJ{Vpo(r)+ Vexo(r)}dr+ Hp(r)+p'(r)}{Vpo(r)+ Vexo(r)) dr 

+ + Jp(r) {Vp(r) + Vex(r)} dr + J {Po (r) + P(r)} Vi(r)dr 

(B. 20) 

The mean potential (IJfVIJf) of the metal with N electrons without per
turbation is readily derived from IJf given by (B.l. a) and V by (2.5. b), with 
refence to (B.15. a) and (B. 17. a), as 

(IJfVIJf) = J Po(r) {~v(r-Rz)} dr 

IJ { } 1 e
2 

+ 2 Po(r) Vpo(r) + V.xo(r) dr+ Tlt l'tiZ) /Rz--Rl'/' (B. 21) 
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The increase of potential energy (P. E.) is now given by (B. 20) and (B.21), 

as 

(P.E.) == ((/J,V(/Js)-('IIVIfI) 

= J {P(r) + P'(r)} Vo(r)dr+ Jpo(r) Vz(r)dr+ 

+ 12 Jp(r) Vi(r)dr+ 2:: e' , 
z IRzl 

(B. 22) 

Vo(r) = .L: v(r-R z)+ Voo(r) + v,:xo(r), (B. 23. a) 
1 

and 

(B. 23. b) 

The Vo(r) is the potential of an electron in the metal without any perturbation 
and Vp(r) is the first order perturbation potential, givn by (l.6), due to the 
proton dissolved in the metal and extra electron density around it. 

(iii): It is now shown that the sum of (K E.) of (B.8) and the first integral 
of (B. 22) is simply reduced as 

(KE.) +J {P(r)+ .0' (r)} Vo(r)dr=E(k_v+,) + 2:: 2:: I V ai l2 . (B. 24) 
i a("<i) E(ka)-E(k i ) 

Substituting P(r) and P'(r) from (A.4.a) and (A.4.b) into the second term 
on the left side of the above equation, we have 

or 

(KE.)+ J {P(r)+P'(r)} Vo(r)dr 

= J sb* (kv+" r) ( - "li2/2m·11 + Va (r)) sb(kv+" r) dr 

+ ~ Jj) [b:i J sb* (k" r)( -n-2/2m·11 + Vo(r))sb(k;, r)dr +comp. 

+2:: 2:: IbaiI2J·{sb*(ka,r)(-t2/2m.11+Vo(r))sb(ka,r) 
i a("<i) 

-sb* (ki' r) (-li2/2m·11 + Vo (r)) sb(ki, r)} dr 

+ ~ a~)~("<~"<i) b:ib,Ji Jsb* (ka, r)( -"li
2
/2m·11 + Voir) )sb(kp, r)dr 

. 1 
con]. J 

+ ~ ,(~) [c~ J sb* (k;, r) (- n- 2/2m·11 + Va (r)) sb (k;, r) de + compo conj .} 

(B. 25. a) 
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= E(kv+l) 

+L: L: lfbatr1'*(ka,r)E(ki)¢(kt,r)dr+comp. conj.1/ 
i a (-"';; i) J 

+ L: L: Ibai l2r {1'*(ka,rJE(ka)¢(ka,r)-¢*(ki,rJE(kJ¢(ki,r)}dr 
z a(='i=l) J 

+L: L: L: b:ib.8tr1'*(ka,r)E(k;)1'(kj,r)dr 
t a(='i=i)ft(~a,="t:i) J 

+ L: L: If C,~ r 1'*(k" r)E(k;) l' (ki, rJdr + compo 
i r("ei) J 

. 1 
con]. J ' (B. 25. b) 

with reference to the equations, e. g. 

{-n2/2m. L1 + Vo(rJ} l' (k i , rJ = E(kiJ1'(kt, rJ . 

By the normalization conditions and orthogonal relations (B. :3), (E. 25. b) IS 

reduced to the form 

(K.E.) + H P(r) + pl(r)} Va (r)dc = E(kv+l) + Lt at;:,(bal I
2 {E(ka)- E(kJ} . 

(E. 26) 

Eq. (B.24) is arrived at by substituting bai in (E. 26) from (1. 7), which satisfies 
the condition (A. 3. a). Hence, we have by (B.8), (E. 22) and (B.24), 

(K.E.)+(P.E.)=E(ks+\)+L: L: _IVi~ __ 12 __ 
i a("ei) E(ka )- E(ki ) 

+ j Po(r) Vi (r)dr ++ j P(r) Vi(r)dc+ if P(r) V 1,(r)dc+ ~ I~J . 
(B. 27) 

(iv): The fifth term on the left side of (B. 25) is rewritten by (A. 4. a), 
and (1.8) as 

~ jP(r) Vp(r)dr = -} j1'*(kY+" r) V ll (r)1'(kN +" r)d~ 

+ L: L: l( b:i r 1'* (ka , r) V p (r)1'(ki , r)dr + compo conj. J1 
i a("ei) J 

= (order of Ae'IN) + L: L: l( b:i Vat + bat Va~Jl , (B. 28) 
i a(='i=i) 

or by substituting bai from (1. 7) and neglecting the first term on the third 
member, 

1 f' IV'I
2 

pic) Vp(r)dc = - L: L: ----"-'----- . 
2 . i a("ei) E(ka)-E(k,) 

(E. 29) 
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Hence, the second and the fifth term on the left side of (B.27) cancel each 
other, so that 

(K.E.) +(P.E.) = E(ks + l )+ J Po(r) V; (r)dr 

1 J ( )d e
2 

+-2 P(r) Vi r r+ L: - . 
1 JRlJ 

(B. 30) 

The first term E(kstl ) is equal to -cp, admitting that the additional electron 
from hydrogen atom occupies a level at the FERMI surface. The second and 
the last term cancels each other for proton situated at the centre of cubic crystal 
along with the approximation of replacing the atomic polyhedron by atomic 
sphere, and neglecting the potential of the proton due to the potential of the 
double layer at the surface. 

We have, thus, finally 

(KE.)+(P.E.)= -cp ++ J P(r) Vi(r)dr. (B. 31) 

The heat of dissolution Q is in consequence given by (1.11). 

Appendix c. 

The values of llo/ll=t])p(d/l)/(d/l) 
...... --_ .. __ . 

« 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 
-.---- -- - _. -_ ... _-_ .. -- - .-- ---- -, 

1/30 10.422 9.123 7.987 6.952 5.112 

1/25 9.065 7.983 7.001 6.115 4.540 

1/21 7.994 7.056 6.206 5.444 4.072 

1/15 6.309 5.604 4.961 4.376 3.331 2.403 

1/10 4.782 4.285 3.832 3.417 2.669 1.997 

1/8 4.134 3.726 3.351 3.006 2.384 1.822 

1/5 3.096 2.826 2.577 2.345 1.925 1.545 

1/4 2.724 2.503 2.299 2.108 1.760 1.445 

1/3 2.333 2.163 2.006 1.858 1.588 1.342 

1/2 1.916 1.801 1.693 1.591 1.404 1.234 

1 1.462 1.406 1.352 1.301 1.204 1.119 

2 1.221 1.195 1.171 1.147 1.101 1.059 

3 1.141 1.126 1.110 1.095 1.066 1.039 

5 1.081 1.072 1.064 1.055 1.039 1.023 
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